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posite direction, slow down and turn
down or turn out your glaring head
lights.
The
following report from the
Use caution when driving off of the
Parker and Bridge bureau, New York, main road into the grass. Bad eul- Necessity

GROWING SPRING WHEAT
IN MAINE

quis. Red Fife, Bluestem and Durham.
The .Marquis and the Red Fife are
beardless, smooth chaff varities. The
Bluestem is also beardless, but has
of
Producing Our
Own
velvet
chaff The
Durham is
a
Bread Stuff
concerning the coal situation, is reas- verts or loose sand and dirt will
bearded wheat. Of these, probably
suring:
j cause an accident.
5
the Marquis and Red Fife are the first
The entrance of this country into
,, .
....
a The shipments of anthracite for j Don't attempt to turn out of ruts
|choice for Maine conditions. The
the
European
war
has
placed
a
heavy
April as reported to the Anthracite ( while under speed.
Durham is a
harder wheat than
upon the American
Bureau of information at Wilkes- j Remember, at the bottom of each responsibility
,
.
,
.either of the others but does not yield
In addition to feeding our I „
„
. ,
.. .
Barre, amounted to 5,592,299 tons, as j hill you will usually find a culvert farmers
so well, and besides, it has the ob
compared with 6,989,075 tons in March some good and some bad; don't take own people, it will be necessary to jection of being bearded.
ship quantities of food supplies to the
of this year and with 4,528,784 tons in a chance.
The seed bed should be prepared the
allied
nations. The raising of a large
April 1916. The decrease in April as
Be considerate at all times. Other
same as for oats. Time spent in pre
compared with the preceding month users of the road have equal rights army and the increased activity of paring a good seed bed will be well
munition plants, will draw heavily on
was due principally to the observance with you.
repaid in increased yield. The seed
by the mine workers of non-legal holi
Freshly oiled roads are dangerous - the already insufficient supply of farm may be either drilled or broadcast. The
labor. If this nation is to take the
days during the first ten days in A p r il' drive slowly.
rate of seeding should be from l 1^ to
whereby for that period, with two
When approaching a
fractious part expected of her in the present 2 bushels per acre. If broadcasted,
Sundays deducted, not more than five horse, stop your car, kill your motor, struggle, it will be necessary for every the seeding should be heavier than
It
full working days were made. There get out and offer to assist in leading farmer to redouble his efforts
when
drilled.
Also, the
seeding
must not be forgotten that the final
were five Sundays in this short month the horse by.
should be heavier on poor land than
and these with the holiday idleness
Never under any
circumstances outcome of this war is more likely to on rich.
reduced the total working days in the drive fast approaching or passing a be decided by the supply of bread and
Wheat is subject to comparatively
potatoes, than by the amount of the
month to 22, whereas in March there school.
few diseases.Smut and scab are the
were 27 full working days, the largest
Upon signal from anothei driver' munitions manufactured.
ones most frequent encountered. Of
Especially in Eastern New
Eng
number possible in any one month. approaching from the rear, pull over
these, the so-called Bunt or Stink
The shorter working time in April to the extreme right and allow him to land, it behooves us to have every ing smut, is the most serious. This
would account for a reduction of ap pass. The law compels you, court possible foot of tillage soil in pro can be readily controlled by using the
ductive crops. We are. in a measure,
proximately 18 per ceM. or about esy demands it of you.
formaldehyde treatment so commonly
1,250,000 tons from the record made in
Spasmodic spurts of speed are dan isolated from the great grain produc used for oat smut. In this treatment
Maroh The actual decrease was 1,gerous. Hold the speed of your car ing sections of the country, and while the grain is either sprinkled with, or
396,776 tens, or 20 per cent.
In spite steady around 20 miles an hour and the war cominues the railroad faci soaked in a solution containing one
of this decrease in the shipments for you will get there more quickly, safe lities of the country will be largely pint of commercial formalin to forty
to obtain almost at once all the coal help t0 keep out the flles
taken up in hauling munitions and
April the total shipments for the first ly, pleasantly, and at less expense.
gallons of water Loose smut can be
needed for 12 months it means higher
Mix together one tablespoonful of four months to show an increase over
Speed means serious and fatal ae- the fanners of New England come to controlled by the hot water method,
price* and greater scarcity. Tell your
may suffer actual
cream, one of ground black pepper the corresponding period of 1916 of 1,- cidents, increased tire and repair ex- the rescue, we
but this requires more care. This
dealer what your requirements are
a*d one of brown sugar. This mix 463,740 tons, the figures for the two I pense, nervous prostration, loss of ap- want.
latter disease is not very serious in
in d give him time to get coal and de
In no one thing is this more true
ture is poisonous to flies. Put in a years being respectively 23,700,531 pepte, loss of money, time and pleas
this
State. There is no known remedy
liver it to you In a reasonable man
than in the ease of wheat. There are
saucer, darken the room except one tons and 22,236,91 tons.
ant disposition.
for
scab, but ordinarily this causes
ner.
The three district presidents of the
window and in that set the saucer.
In case of accidents get the name of thousands of acres of land in Maine but little damage.
“It Is natural to expect higher prices
which could be profitably put into
To clear the house of flies, burn United Mine Workers have given to every witness and immediately draw
Farmers who grow wheat next year
with more pay to the men, Increases
wheat
this year.
At the present
the Federal Trade Commission the as- j a diagram of the position of the car
pyrethrum
powder.
This
stupefies
the
will
riot only be assured of a good
in the cost of all materials, and trans
surance that their organization will j with reference to all surrounding ob- time there are from 3,000 to 5.000 return for their crop, but will also be
flies,
but
they
must
be
SW
EPT
UP
portation.
Don’t get excited? wait
co operate to its utmost ability with jeets as well as the lines. This acres of wheat grown in Aroostook performing a patriotic duty.
and BURNED.
your turn.”
the operators to maintain the produc information might save you annoy .'county each year. In the rest of the
( ’ HAS. D. WOODS.
Borax
is
especially
valuable
Beverly coal dealers have promised
State, the wheat acreage is negligible.
tion for the rest of the year at the ance, time and money later on.
Director.
to beep building*'supplied with coal around farms and out of doors. One
___
________
highest rate possible. This is accept
GO SLOW — Passing schools, chil There is no reason why the acreage
pound
of
borax
to
twelve
bushels
of
during the coming winter, but tell the
W T T IT
ed as evidence of the intention on the dren, vehicles, around corners, ap in Aroostook should not be greatly !
<&ty council committee on finance and manure will be found desirable as a
increased, and therd is m a in ly no j
W V I U
part of the mine workers’ officials to proaching crossings.
property that they cannot make a bid poison without injuring its manurial
reason
why
wheat
should
not
be
grown
A
V
(1,,y
f
”
U
house greeted Mrs. Livdiscountenance any self-imposed idle
STOP— When in doubt— at railroad
for a contract price. This is the first qualities or fyrm stock. Scatter the
in
the
central
and
southern
part
of
ingston
on
Sunday
evening, which
ness by reason of non-legal holidays, crossings, behind street cars taking
tispe in the history of the city the fuel borax over the manure and sprinkle
the
state.
was
very
gratifying
to
the speaker as
or other avoidable interruptions to the on or discharging passengers.
Bet
committee has been unable to get bids. with water.
At the present time there are no ueI1 as the committee in charge,
steady operation of the mines while ter to cause a delay than an accident.
M o rtage of coal and uncertainty of
Lye, choride of lime, or copperas
Mrs. Livingston's lecture was inpresent conditions exist.
Drive moderately on strange roads— varieties of wheat which when grown
Conditions were given as reasons.
(sulphate of iron) dissolved in water,
under
Maine
conditions,
will
produce
-Mructive
and interesting and she held
Newspaper allegations to the con you never can tell.
crude carbolic acid, or any kind of trary notwithstanding, all of the out
as
good
bread
flour
as
that
obtained
fhe
breathless
attention of the large
Always safety first.
from the Northwest. The reason for audience throughout its entire length,
put of the anthracite mines in April
RECIPES FOR KILLING FLIES disinfectant may be used in vaults.
this, is that when grown in our cool
She spoke on “ Efficiency,” “Econowas shipped immediately to market
The
United
States Government
season,
the
wheat
kernel
contains
m>
r" and "Preparedness” and did
Equal to the Occasion.
with the exception of a negligible ROAD CONSTRUCTION AND
make* the following suggestion for
more starch than when grown in the *nl1 justice to the subject,
“Not much of a place! You don’t quantity that was temporarily stored
the destruction of house flies: For
MILITARY ROADS hot. short summers of the Northseem to have any murder spots,” said because of labor troubles on one of
An orchestra and well trained
maldehyde and sodium salicylate are
a jocular member of a party of tour the railroads, which interfered with
The State highway department is west
This larger amount of starch 'hoir of about thirty voices, beautithe two best fly poisons. Both are ists to a native guide. “In the last
in receipt of a correspondence be reduces tin* proportion of gluten, and l n , I -v rendered several temperance and
superior to arsenic. They have their village we stopped at, now, they the car movement. If the supply of
tween Hon. Newton I). Baker, secre- makes a relatively "weak” flour. The [r’ Tiotic songs.
advantages for household use. They showed us a place where a man had labor in the mines is not further curAt die close of the meeting Rev. T.
tailed by enlistment or by the shifting ■*ar-v ot war’ an<^ H(>n. I). 1-. Houston, .Maine Agricultural Experiment Sta
are not poison to children: they are 1Jain in wait for his sweetheart and her
secretary of agriculture, relating to tion is attending to breed a strain of U. \\ il iams made tin* following mo
of
mine
employes
to
other
fields
of
convenient to handle, their dilutions four sisters, and murdered them one
the ‘ construction of roads and parti u'heat at Amo-uook Farm, that will tion which was unamiously carried:
are simple and they attract the flies. after another with a fiendish gusto.” employment, the producing interests
cularly
so-called military roads: The maintain its "hard" qualities in our
l'n send a telcg"am to our Senators
A
formaldehyde solution of
ap The guide had really never heard of ■feel assured that the needs of the pub
T
o
<
r
of
S«v.
Pakev
is
as
follows
and
Ilepresentafives in Congress pet
1
lunate.
.
imsiderablt'
progress
has
!
lie
for
the
coining
winter
will
he
pr>.
proximately the correct strength may this remarkable crime, but his profes
"Kcfcrnng to' tin- request contain ..... . made in this direction Inn as itioning them to use their influence
sional
jealousy
was
aroused.
‘‘That
vided,
as
the
production
during
the
be made by adding 3 teaspoonfuls of
is quite true, sir,” he imblushingly ; five summer months will probably be ed hi ;.otir letters of recent (Tate that .'.m. n o n e o f t h e s e - t r a i n s a r e r e a d y in -ecuring National Prohibition as a
the concentrated formaldehyde solu
wiir measure
bore witness; “ but you, perhaps, are above normal.
the war department make known the T n di -tri Init ion t<> the urn a. ei\
tion, commercially known as formalin,
not aware that the murderer after
At at: early hour on .Monday evenneed.- of the militarv -itnaiion in
read
to a pint of water. Similarly, the wards made his escape in this direeneat in til
■ini ' Hu)] r 1 1
ng t ho arge Auditorium oi the High
i: 11
U
l|)e
proper
concentration of
sodium tion. and you are.now standing on the
a|d>ro) '•in te.j jo.
<‘<11'•r;
, • , ,r
l!ii<iins ' .. .- [iaek■ i, all eager
salicylate may be obtained by dissolv very spot when1 lie threw away the
In tbest? tinies of great tension. <lm |K) -t
lie
I inn.
Inone
ue’C Mr
! ,i vingston.
ing 3 teaspoonfuls of the pure chemi bloodstained gusto with which he com < ompany, its officers and employes 'lie
Well
11,.' r
Mr.- :.r igston did mu dis>i umber
mitted the fearful deed!”
cal (a powder) to a pint of water.
should work
'mnc-tly ami
intelij
'! Hi |q )e.|
ppnm: i nv !IH
d the frequent gp-It noil'll
gently to increase production, cuminm appreeiarion ot the
e. an., V
, . i:d in:!'
ale waste and to conserve the av.iil
s1: in; -ia -tie audience.
.\Jrs.
<i -ffioilid. n remuai.
aide
food supply.
*
1111: eu -poke on "Woman Suffoli ni t re
:ra
for mads
h m- e;e)
: Tile following arc ,,»> -ugge.m ions
tn
i' i
at now ; 'ice
; 'Og‘ and dead with tlm subject it)
I * as to how these result- may best he tie r’ e - i g n a t e i i "! (trough end I ha: a: W a i e r v i l b
A T
which wo! !■ ;n o|H r;] - her 11-n.i.l energetic and con vim mg
i . roads lendi: g from on* r e n t e r o f
accomplished. You
can materially
population or oinmem e q, another, l i o n b y l i e \ t? fad. It will t bored I) o v. a v
aid the general cause by adopting
for farmers to end t In ir
Several
elections by the High
Assist am e in milding branch roads b e p o s - i b
; t hese suggest ions yourself and by
onhestra, and
wheat
to
this
mill and have returned setiool
for automobile.' or tourists to visit
apnropriate
j prevailing upon vour friends and acpoints of scene or historical interest, u> them not only the flour, hut also songs by a large choir
containing
j quaintariees to assist in food produedoes nor appear warranted when there the middlings and other feed pro some of tin* best local talent, added
j tion and conservation.
The old
to much to the interest of the meeting.
is still sm b a pressing need of a good ducts. These latter by-products
[ “ market basket habit" should be re
indumrk of roads in most of the states. teed his slock may he fully as import
Our fresh made goods have the “ pull” and always are
j vived. The (extra cost, of telephone
His Curiosity Aroused.
Set omi d'he War Department re ant for Hu- farmer, as tin* Hour for his
|
service, delivery and credits to which
------------------------------------- repeaters ................... ...................
mvn bread. For example, at the pro
When Marian was six she had her
<
ognized
eeifaii)
trras
a-more
likely
Jwe have grown accustomed, is enor
sent writing, it is impossible to pur- first real birthday party. Among the
j mous.
' 'rote the market basket" and 1,1 he the theater of military opera
1
'base bran in the market.
many gifts she received was a box of
I pay cash! Consider not only the tion,- than odier pans of the rniintry
candy. Afier tie pirty was ever and
Many
people
in
the
southern
part,
i price, but also the food value. The Every effort should be made to per
oi fie' Slate are unfamiliar with ‘ no the little guests had departed. Donald,
just' of Oleomargarine will keep butter s,iade the State road commissions to mellio,!- ,,f mowing wheat
They are a Mule neighbor b,o . c a m e back. It
We have a Special Sale of Home M a d e C a n d i e s
.'Prices within the reach of all. Cart' complete the network of through
was thought, perhaj.; ‘a had forgotten
however, quite similar to those used
-----------------E t e r y S a t u r d a y ----------------------something, and asm i him it lie had.
in food selection will effect a marked roads within these areas, and federal With Dll!-:.
1le said : “ No, Ian 1 u as jus) wondersaving without sacrificing any quali aid should not he granted unless these
Among Die van ties of whom to bo iug what Marian dai wit h that candy
roads conform in construction to the
ties
of
taste
or
nutrition.
* r * r * r * r a r a r * r * r a r 0 r a r 0 r & r & r a r & m
recommended are the following: Mar ' one of the bovs broi ght her.”
The American people, living in the needs of tin- military transportation
midst of plenty, have unconsciously likely to bo us(*d in the /one of the
formed reckless habits of waste that advance.
An ordinary, thin-walled drinking
SAYS COAL WILL BE
glass is filled or partially filled with
PLENTY IN NEW ENGLAND the colution. A saucer, or small
of
W . A. Clark, president of the New plate, in which is placed ^ p
^ ^
W
H
ITE
blotting
paper
cut
the
size
England Coal Dealers’ Association, has
Issued an encouraging statement on the dish, is put bottom up over the
the coal situation, based on the re glass. The whole is then quickly in
m it# of a recent conference In Wash verted, a match placed under the edge
of the glass, and the container is
ington.
He said:
two
!
ready
for use. As the solution dries
Hawing just returned from a
' conference in Washington be- out of the saucer the liquid seal at the
n the federal trade commission, edge of the glass is broken and more
representatives of the anthracite pro- liquid flows into the lower receptacle.
1duclng companies, including many of Thus the paper is always kept moist,
the larger independent operators, [ Any odor pleasing to man is offenminers’ unions, agents and retailers,' sive to the fly and vice versa, and will
1 am Of the opinion that we shall have drive them away.
anthracite for all requirements, and I Take five cents’ worth of oil
of
at raasonable prices, if the public will lavender, mix it with the same quanaot get excited and endeavor to ob- ■tity of water, put it in a common glass
* year’s supply at once, thus j atomizer and spray it
around the
creating an artificial market, either rooms where flies are. In the dining
hf offering high prices to some one room spray it lavishly even on the
dealer or by purchasing several tons table linen. The odor is very disdisagreeable to flies but refreshing to
from different dealers.
“Mining conditions, with the recent \most people,
advance in all classes of labor, w ere' and white clover are offensive to flies.
never better. Act in a normal manner
Geranium, mignonette,
heliotrope
regarding supplies for next winter and They especially dislike the odor of
the producing companies will ship to ; honeysuckle and hop blossoms,
u# here in New Bngland a fairly equit- 1 According to a French scientist
able amount. If, on the other hand, ^jeg jmve intense hatred for the color
Individuals and corporations endeavor , blue R o o m s deCorated in blue will

SUFFICIENT COAL
HANDLED NORMALLY
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A PROMINENT MAN’S IDEA
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Something New in Candy Every Week

1

“The T aste L in g e r s ”

*

*
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Memorial Day
Flowers
Place your o r d e r s
for flowers now for

Decoration Day
in order to be sure
of getting what you
w a n t when you
want them..............

-------FLORIST-------Conservatories 16 High Street
M A IN E

should be overcome. If is vital that
we practice economy in our use of
foods and waste nothing.
Better agriculture, clean,
tested
seed, proper drainage and fertilization
were never so essential as at present.
Every available acre should be 'in
tensively
cultivated.
"Save
the
Calves” of beef breeds.
All vacant land owned or rented bv
the Company or its employes should
be utilized for garden crops. It is not
a question of making a protit so much
as to add “our bit” to the total food
supply of the Nation.
Superintendents and Foreman are
repuested to assure employes who en
list for farm service that they may
return to our employ when the har
vest season is over.
Prices of necessities are now at
high level and there is no occasion
for advance in price, or serious food
shortage' if every one will co-operate
for .100 per cent, production, and
eliminate* speculation.
Those are all important items in tin
program of food conservation called
for by President Wilson,
Chicago, 111.

The following rmpiir. ments as to
construction within the areas
men
tioned are recommended:
( l l Roads
fo have a smooth, hard surface of
broken stone or a pavement not less
than 2u feet in width and callable of
supporting the loads hereafter speci
fied lor bridges; 12 ) grades not to
exceed five per cent., except for short
distances (less than f>0 yards) when*
they shall not exceed 10 per cent.;
(3) bridges to be of iron or masonry
and of type to support loads of a sixinch howitzer (3000 pounds on front
wheels and 6.500 pounds on
rear
wheels, distance between axles
12
feet, width of wheel track five feet)
or a three-ton truck loaded
(6000
pounds on front wheels, 8000 pounds
on rear wheels, distance between axles
about 10 feet, width between wheels
center to center about five feet, t

S

m

B lo o m s o f
E

v e r y

K in d

RULES OF THE HIGHWAY
FOR TOURING IN SPRING

Rules for the road once more* stand
out in interest with the approach of
the touring season. The set which
follows has been prepared for dis
tribution by the Chicago Motor Club:
When approaching another auto
mobile at night, coming from the op-

In general the projects already sub-;
mitted by State commissions comply I
with the first military requirements,
as stated above, and it is believed
that the Department of Agriculture
would meet with little or no opposi
tion in enforcing them as recommend
ed.
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ODAK TIME
Put a Kodak in your pocket (we have
them to fit) when you go on a fishing
or outing trip, snap a few shots— bring
the films to us and
and print for you.

we will develop
The satisfaction of

a lasting record of the trip is supreme

In hilly country, whore road found
ations ar*' necessarily hardpan or
rock, the importance of artificial stir•
facing is less important than tin
comletion of a well drained roadbed
joining the roads in tin* adjacent va I !
leys: and if is therefore recommended
that in such eases the completion of
LOUIS F. SWIFT. President. an unsurfaced graded road be com ;
pleted, before the requirement as to
artificial surface is enforced.
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business connected with the E. M. R. B A N K R U P T ’ S P E T IT IO N F U R D IS 
CHARGE.
R., last week.
Mr and Mrs. 1). M Libby were in
fn the matter of
In Bankruptcy.
Houlton to attend the lecture of Kveiett G. I lughes
Bank iupt
Judge Taft, also the flag raising on j
I o the 11on . ( i .akknck H A l.K, Judge of the
Matinees Daily at
Thursday morning.
J ! >isti it' Bor.i t of the United .states tortile
i 'is!! id "> Mane.
2
atul 3 ;,o
Airs.
Q.
A.
Lyeette
and
daughter
j
daughter Jean, of Houlton, were the
HODGDON
i:\
Kl.
KTT
G.
IIUGHKS
of
Mapleton
Florence
were
visiting
at
Airs.
Ly!
F
.
v e m n u s 7 <>c 8 o
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. T.
The U. 15. Mission Band will give a
cette’s mother. Mrs. Alexander, in 'i the 1oimi \ ot \room ok. and .stale of
J. Carpenter.
'da ine.
a,
-ed
List lie* i aspect fully
kxrtunlav e v e n in g
concert at the Baptist Church next
'(■o-seiits (hat "ii the nth Ua> ot Mai . last, past
Rev. Mr. Harris of New Limerick ; Cary last Thursday.
<
01 : Ml) tion.s rt 7, 0 - TO
P
I
C
T
U
R
E
P
L
A
Y
S
Sunday evening.
Mrs. Ray Tidd who ha> been in the ’:e ’ i ast he a,a> d ii 1y a d j ml g ed bankrupt
held services in this town. Monday
-11 ■ i the Arts of Congress ielating to
W
E
E
K
L
Y
c
a
l
e
n
d
a
r
o
f
a
t
t
r
a
c t io n s
Rev. Frank Sabean has resigned his
Hospital and at the home of her fath ' lomopt. '
Mat
he has duh Minendeiand Tuesday evening of last week.
■
d
all
i.ropc.
fy
and
rights
ot
pastorate with the
United Baptist
J. Carpenter returned last week er in Houlton for the past month i- pi *-it\, and has ftihv eomphed
with
Church and will move to Westfield, from the Bay State Hospital at Bos-■'at home at the present writing and ali
Mie i Mijnileiiit'iit^
o|
i(i ,\(*ts
W k d n l s d \V
Maine.
,1: d m! the ol (let s ot Court touching his
ton. where he was receiving surgical very much improved in health.
B l a n c h e S w e e t in
"Ih e S o w e r s ”
The memorial sermon of the G. A. treatment. His many friends will be
Mr. and Mrs. Will Nesbitt and son bankrupt*-} .
MA V
A Timely Story ol K 11 s - in
IVltKKKMiKK
UK
OKAYS,
That
he
n
in
\
R., will be delivered at the M. E. glad to know that his health is much Don Orrin Williams, and Air. and Mrs.
be decreed by the Court to have a full di^Adapted from the novel byChurch, May 27th, at 11 o’clock by
Roy Libby were callers at the home eharge front all debts provable against his es
improved.
tate
under
said
bankruptcy
Acts,
except
Rev. Harry Marr.
Special music will
of Mr. and Airs. 1). AI. Libby Saturday such debts as are excepted by law from
Henry Merriman
be rendered.
Mr. and Airs. H. J. Reed. Mrs. Bur- such discharge.
The family and relatives, have the
M ONTICELLO
chard Reed and Mrs. Albert Vail were
Dated this 10th day of May, A. D. 1017
T hcksday
sympathy of a large circle of friends
Leave your films at Guy C. Fletch in Houlton on business one day last
H o b a r t B o s w o r t h in D r „ N e i g h b o r
EVERETT G. HUGHES
in the death of Mrs. John Blther, er’s store and get the pictures
MAY
in week.
Bankrupt.
which occured at the Bangor Hospit twenty-four hours, work guaranteed.
A V i v i d Drama of T o d a y
O K D E K O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N
al, Sunday.
The Senior class of the Bridgewater
LITTLETON
District ok M a i n k , Northern Division, ss
Produced by Red Feather Photoplays
The many friends of Mrs. Orrin Classical Academy presented the com
On this 10th day of May, A. D.
RUT.
Mrs.
Mary
Lowery
of
Monticello
was
Taylor who entered the Madigan Hos edy “ Bachelor Hall” in three acts at
on reading the foregoing petition, it is—
pital recently, are pleased to know the Grange Hall on Saturday even the week-end guest of her daughter Okokkko by thk Con kt , That a bearing
F r id a y
be had upon the .same
on the 29th
P a u l i n e F r e d e r i c k in
that she will soon return home much ing, to a full house, a dance followed. Mrs. Ada Campbell.
day of .June A. I). 1917, before
said
M
A
Y
Mrs.
Dan
Bubar
was
called
to
Wes
Court
at
Bangor
in
said
District,
Northern
improved in health.
A sh es of E m b e rs *
Mr. Joel Lyons, one of our oldest
ton, last Thursday, by the serious ill Division at in o’clock in the forenoon; and
that
notice thereof lie published
\n
citizens, died on Sunday, th i 13th
A splendid Production by
ness of her mother, Airs. Frank Smart the
Houlton Times, a newspaper printed :
Funeral services were held at the F.
The Famous Players Film Company
EAST HODGDON
Mrs. S. H. Berry of Houlton who in said District, Northern Division, and that i
and
oth er;
Miss Pearl Emery who has been B. Church on Tuesday, at two o’clock, has been spending a few days at the all known c r e d i t o r s
persons in interest,
may
appear
at
conducted
by
Rev,
Mr.
Bradford,
as
very sick with pneumonia, is gaining
home of her son, L. P. Berry, return the said time and place, and show cause, ii
The F o r b i d d e n G a m e
Saturday
sisted
by
Rev.
A.
B.
Carter.
any they have, why the prayer of said petition
very slowly.
ed home on Monday.
2 part drama
er should not lie granted.
A
quiet
wedding
occured
at
the
M
A
Y
There will be a song service at the
The Ladies Aid will meet next A nd it is f p k t h k r Okdekkd nv thk |
T e r r o r s o f the T u r k i s h B a t h
Union Church on Wednesday evening home of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Mc Thursday at the home of Mrs. John Court , That the Deputy Clerk shall send by f
Two Part Comedy
Leod on Wednesday noon, when their
mail
to
all
known
creditors
copies
of
said
peti
Everybody welcome.
Rooney.
Alembers are expected to
tion and this order, addressed to them a t,
eldest
daughter
Hazel
was
united
in
Mr. Leland Gildred of Ludlow was
SCREEN MAGAZINE
be present.
Visitors are welcome.
their places of residence as stated.
:
visiting his sister Mrs. Miles Smith, marriage to Mr. Lothrop of Winthrop,
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Friends of xAIrs. I). D. Adams were
Me. Mr. Lothrop has held the position
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
Saturday and Sunday.
KXTRA
pleased to have her home again, after at Bangor in the Northern Division of said
of
principal
in
the
grammar
school
Miss Ruby McDougall and
Miss
spending the winter in Milford, Mass., District, c i the 19th day May, A. D, 1917.
( Fatt v )
BIG
Burton of Houlton spent the week-end here the past year.
at the home of her son, John Hender
[i„ s ’
W IL L IA M M. WARREN,'
All
the
schools
in
town
closed
last
A D D K I)
Deputy Clerk.
with Mrs. Irene London.
son.
In his first Para
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Tracy of North week with the exception of the West
Chas. B. Porter was elected a dele A true eop\ of petition and order thereon.
FKATURK
mount Comedy
Hoad
school,
and
the
Wadlia
school
Attest;
W
I
L
LI
A
M
M.
WARREN,
Amity are spending this week with
gate from Littleton Grange to meet
‘T h e
Deputy Clerk.
which will continue one week longer.
Monday
their daughter Mrs. Della Egars.
delegates from other organizations,
Several new autos are seen on our
B u tc h e r
The Ladles Aid will meet at Mrs.
M AY
and elect a supervisory committee to B A N K R U P T 'S P E T IT IO N F O R D IS 
a
B
oy”
Florence Dickerson’s, Union Corner, streets, Elbridge Wellington has
direct the work of the County Agent
CHARGE
new Jeffreys, Norman McLeod and
A picture that
N. B., Wednesday, May 20th.
in Aroostook County,
In the matter of
j
will please the
, In Bankruptcy.
Mrs. John Grant and
Mi
Ruin Robert Wood each an Overland and
whole f a mi l y
Rev. H. H. Cosman will preach at William A. McGowan
Bankrupt.
Barton went to Fort Fairfk hi to the J. M. Foster a Mitchell.
the :,,riends Church in Fort Fairfield To the Hov. C i .a k k m k H a c k , Judge of
SKK IT
Mrs. Vernon
Aroostook Sunday School Convention I
the District Court of the United States for
on n ;f .-imday in exchange with Mr.
BRING
<;astle in
the
I)i.strict
of
Maine.
as delegates.
They report very in-!
Fred Foster. Air. Foster has assisted
'’R ed D a w n
tu b :
LINNEUS
I L L I A M A. M c G O WA N of
Houlton
teresting meetings.
Air. Cosman in special meetings sev in W
the County of Aroostook and State of
G Ii c h a p t e r ot
K
1
1
)
I
)
r
K
s
Mr Ray Young has a new Uollier eral times, and his friends will he Maine, in said District r e s p e c t f u l l y
represents
t
h
a
t
on
the
'
2
1
st
d
a
y
S.
glad to hear him again.
A N D KXLETTER B
of
( >et.
last
past
lie
was
Mr Frank Little is driving a new
Wednesday
afternoon,
Charlotte duly
JOY
,\
adjudged
bankrupt
under
Bert Rugan returned
last week
Ani mated
F'ordj Adams and Linwood Drake both of the Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy :
from a trip to Portland.
G
O
O
D
W e e k ly
that lie has duly surrendered all his pro
Mrs. Murray Adams is quite poorly ; Littl(J,on Nvere nnil,,;i in carriage by perty
i?O/C0E fATTy'AfitSUCKLE
and rights of property, and has fully
¥ r . and Mrs. William Scott were
m
B
A
U
G
H
and
others
complied with all the requirements of said
at
this
writing.
;
Rev.
H.
H.
Cosman
at
the
parsonage.
The Buroiee Boy
visiting relatives in Hodgdon, on Sun
PAgAMcxtNT-Agauatixcotitfr
Mr. Harold Logie of Colby is home I They were attended
by Roy Drake acts and of the orders of Court touching his
day
tiankriiptcy.
for
the
summer.
1
and
Emily
McCordie.
.Many
friends
T r i ;> ;) \y
W u k k k k o k k in; HKAVs, That
be may
1 >A X I h, L I' R O H M A X offers a powerful
Joe Mitchell purchased c. driving
l>e decreed by the Court to have a full dis
She leaves a husband and two child j join in wishing .hem many years of
horse last week of B. F. Carpenter, of
Photoplay
charge from all debts provable against bis
MAY
reu to mourn her demise.
|happiness.
estate under said bankruptcy Acts, except
Houlton.
The Q uest o f L ife
Byron Bither and Mervin Hanson!
T he regular meeting of Littleton such debts as are excepted by law from such
Mrs, Mary Davidson of Houlton is
discharge.
’ Grange was held on Saturday evenAll S t a r Cast
Dated tfiis .'ith day of May A. D., I91T
spending a few days at her farm res are driving new Overlands.
Elder Sabean and wife of Hodgdon |ing. The third and fourth degree.
W I L L I A M A. McGOWA \
idence in this town.
were calling on friends here, Friday. wore conferred upon se vernal oandi
Bankrupt,
Mr. and Mrs . George* blagar. of
i iKDkli OF \< i T K ’ K 1 11 FBKON
.Mrs. Hither went to Bangor for sur dates.
u:s
for
memd'hroe
applirafii
Houlton spent Sunday with Air. and
District of Maine. Northern Division, ss.
gical treatment and db-d as the result hershi ji were received. i!Refreshment <
On this 19th day of May A, D. 1917. on
Mrs. Frank Rugan.
of tetams.
of calee and s andwi ch' s
and coffee ! reading the toreyoing petition, it is
A number of people from this town
Oiim;ia;u i;v n o : Co c u t , Thai a heating
The ronm'-is of Mrs. John Q. Bither wen sierved.
123 patron
“ re pros- j be had upon the same on the 79th day of
were in Houlton, Thursday, to hear
ot Linneus arrived in Houlton from ont.
j .Inn** A . D. !917, before said Court
at
E*r President Taft.
j Banuov, in said Distnet,
\ o r t h e rn
thro’ the perilous tight,
And whore is that band who so vauntBangor. Monday
School opened
last week in the
i Division,
at to o’ <• 1 o e k in the
O'er
the
ramparts
we
watch'd
were
in,glv swore.
Mr. Byron Stewart and family of
; forenoon ; and that notiee thereof D* publishLaskey District
with Miss Marian
H O U L T O N G R A N G E AUXILIARY j ed in tlu-Houlton rimes, a
newspaper
so gallantly streaming
'Mid the liavoi e| war and the battle's
Houlton spent Sunday with Mr. Dan
Lougee of New Limerick as teacher.
in
said
f » i s t r i e t, And the rocket’s rod glaro, the bombs
The Houlton Grange .\uxi!iary for I p r i ii f e d
confusion.
iel Stewart and family.
| Northern Division, ami
that all known
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Haggerty and
Red Cross work was org; tnized at the cn-ditois, ami other persons in interest, may
bursting in air.
A home and a ru. ntry they'd leave us
Miss Mildred Weed of Houlton was
Grange Hall on Satunia)*■ afternoon
i appeal at thesaid time and place, and show ( ; ;tV( proof tluo' flio night that our
no moro!
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bither.
The !f ollowing oflicor.s vsere elec! ed : |cause, if any they have, why the piayei of
flag was still rboro.
Thoir blood ha - wash'd out their foul
Saturday night and Sunday.
I said petitioner should not tie granted.
Miss Clara Barne-. chairman; Mrs. I
M* it is ki im ii kk O kjikkkh nv t hk
Chorus
finit st ep's poll m ion .
A baby boy was born to Mr. and
r. That the Depot} I lerk shall send by
Harry Crawford. Yii -e-chairman; Mis. l Co;
O b ' say. doos Hurt star spangled ban- No refuge could sate the hireling and
Mrs.
Otis
Bither
on
Wednesday
May
j
m
ai,
to
all
known
creditors
copies
of
said
)aetiM o t h e r ’s u n e n d i n g w o r k a n d
Olin Rideout, secretary: Mi-s. H o n e e tior, and this order, addressed to them at
nor yet wave,
s la ve
16th and died, Sunday, a. m.
d e v o tio n d ra in s a n d strains h e i
Hither, treasurer; Mrs. Charhx Hup |then places of resilience as stated,
O
V
r
the
land
of
the
free
a
id
the
home
’rem
Hu
i high! or the gloom
Rev. A. E, Morriss, District Supt.
j Witness the Honorable Clarence liale
physical strength a n d
l e a v e s of Oldtown, will preach in the M. E. j gard, chairman of committee on stir Judge of tie-said Court, and the sea! thereof
of I ho bravo!
of the
gical dressings; Mrs. Fred l'ox. chair at. Bangor, in the Northern Division of said
Chorus
i t s m a r k i n d i m m e d e y e s a n d Church next Sunday at 1! p. m.
tin the shore dimly seen thro' the
District, mi the 19th day of May, A. D. 1917.
mist ot the doep.
sir. and Mrs. Roy Niles were Sum* man of committee on Hospital g a r  j rt„ so W I L L I A M M. W A U K E N ,
O h ! t h u s iit1 ii v r .
careworn
e x p r e s s i o n s - — she
when freemen
ments; Mrs. A. A. Stewart, cl.airman
Deputy Clerk. Where the foe's haughty host in dread
(lay guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. A.!
shall stand
a g e s b e fo r e h e r time.
A trim copy of petition and order thereon.
of committee <m Hospital supplies.
silotloe reposes,
I Stewart of Houlton, Bangor road.
Between thoir he, d homes and the
Attest
W I L LI A M M. W \ KKEN,
A n y m o t h e r w h o is w e a r y
The next, meeting will be in Grange
wars desolatioi
Mrs. John Adams of Hodgdon and
Deputy (lerk. What is that which the breeze o'er i
Hall,
Thursday
afternoon
of
this
week
a n d l a n g u i d s h o u l d s t a r t t a k i n g Mrs. Robert Ruth, spent Saturday and
the towering stoop,
I Blest wit h vi< t 'ey and peace may th*
at two o’clock sharp.
( horns,
: Sunday in Haynesville with relatives.
lieav'n rescued land
All Grange Ladies and their friends
.-fk it fitfully blow had :' <once ad - half Bruise the pow’r that hath made and
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Oh! say, can you see by the dawn's
discloses?
. Chas. Barnes were sorry to learn of invited to join us on Thursday.
j preserved us a nation,
early light,
Now it catches
the gleam of
i the sudden death of their son Chas,
the i Then conquer we must, for our cause
A D M IN IS T R A T O R ’S N O T IC E What so proudly we hail'd at the twi
morni ng’s first beam.
; it is just.
on Sunday.
light’s last gleaming
In full glory reflected now shine in , And this be our motto ‘ In God is our
j Mr. and Mrs. Willie Adams were
’I’he subscriber hereby gives notice
the stream.
; called to Golden Ridge, Sunday by that he has been duly appointed Ad Whose broad stripes and bright stars
1 trust."
the death of Mr. Arthur Jordan, a ministrator of th« estate of Mercy A.
Asher, late of Monticello. in the coun
OF NORWEGIAN COD LIVER OIL brother-in-law of Mrs. Adams.
ty of Aroostook, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
as a strengthening food and bracing
having demands against the estate of
tonic to add richness to her blood
said deceased are desired to present
NORTH AM ITY
and build up her nerves before it
Mr. and Mrs. William Shields were the same for settlement, and all in
debted thereto are requested to make
is too late. Start SC O TT’S '
in Houlton to the flag rid-ting last payment, immediately.
Thursday.
today— its fame is world-wide.1
W ILLA R D T. CURTIS.
Administrator
Geo. Maxfield, William Hu; V n and
N o A lc o h o l.
Monticello, .Maine, May 19, 1917.
Engineer
Holmes
were
in
o
w
n
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Scott a Bowne, Bloomfield. N. I. 16-4
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OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

Geo. B. Dunn was in Presque Isle
j 'Wednesday, on business.

j

E x - P r e s id e n t W i l i i a n i L i a i t G u e s t o i H o n o r AROOSTOOK MEDICAL SOCIETY
A G a la D a y f o r H o u lt o n

Phineas Barnes a student at Colby
Stetson H. Htissey, Blaine, was in
arrived
home on Monday, summoned
town Thursday on business.
Wednesday night and Thursday fore town, and gave them an idea of what
by
the
death
of his brother Charles.
Thursday; last, was the 15th anni
noon,
May 16 and 17, will long he re patriotism means.
The flag at R. C. I., was at half
versary of Houlton’s big fire, May 17
membered by the citizens of Houlton
After his remarks the school joined

mast, Monday and Tuesday, out of re.
.
memory of Charles who had an opportunity of listening in singing “ America” accompanied by
to Judge William H. Taft of Yale Uni the High School orchestra
which
versify
New
Haven,
Conn.,
who
adfurnished
music,
after
which
Judge
Mrs. Margaret Pennington is in
Portland this week atending the an dressed over 600 people in the Opera! Taft shook hands with all those pre
nual meeting of the Grand Lodge of House on Wednesday evening, the Jsent,
Eastern Star, as a representative of scholars of Ricker and Houlton High,
FLAG RAISING
at the Auditorium, and the people of
Fidelity Chapter.
Following the exercises a proces
Thos. V Doherty, O. B. Buzzell, W. Houlton at the Flag raising in Mar
sion was formed on the High School
JF. Titcomb and P. L. Rideout with ket Square on Thursday morning.
Judge Taft, accompanied by Prof. grounds, headed by Chief Hogan and
friends are enjoying a weeks fishing
H.
C. Libby of Colby College conduct a platoon of police^ the Houlton Band,
at Davis’ Pond.
au
ing
his tour in Maine, and Mr. Taft's High School Cadets, guests in
Janies Archibald, Esq., Grand Pat
ron of the Order of Eastern Star, went personal friend Frank W. Cram who tomobiles, R. C. [. Cadets, Campfire
to Portland, Monday, to attend a has a host of friends in Houlton, ar girls, and the other classes in the
rived in town at 6 P. M. from Presque public schools, marshaled by Theo. J.
meeting of the Grand lodge.
Isle,
being met by Judge Powers, Hon. Fox, assisted by 1,. S. Purington, and
Roekabema Lodge, I. O. O. F.,has
F.
A.
Peabody and Mr E. L. Cleve- P. L. Rideout, and marched to Market
recently purchased two beautiful flags

1902.
to the
Ernest Leighton was called to Cor- spect
Barnes.
rinna, Friday, by the illness of his
son, Merrill.
M. P. Milliken. Stockholm,was in
town Saturday on his way to Davis
Pond with friends*
F. W . Mitchell and daughter spent
the week-end at Davis Pond, making
the trip by auto.

w.

♦

v|..
E Sim « o’: of Caribou was
gvest of Mrs. ri L Wlibe a few

ua *s last w«ek.

The medical men or Aroostook will
mem in the town next Tuesday, May
29th. This will be the regular annual
meeting of the Aroostook Medical So
ciety, called a month earlier than us
ual because of the war situation.
It is called at the special request
of Dr. Cousens of Portland who is in
charge of the work of enlisting the
medical men of Maine for war ser
vice. The forenoon will be devoted to
the routine business of the society.
The society will
dine at Mercier’s
The afternoon meeting open to the
public. Dr Cousens will discuss the
war situation from the standpoint of
medical needs. He hopes to secure
ten surgeons from Aroostook.

CHAIN LETTER
ON ANESTHETICS
Washington. D. (\. May 21~-Sena
tor Fernald of Maine has received a
number of inquiries from his eonstitutients concerning a chain letter nowbeing circulated, which asks eontri
butions to be used in purchase of
Anesthetics for use in the war hospit
als of Europe, where there is said to
be a great scarcity. The Senator has
taken this up wiht the Surgeon Gen
eral's Department which informs him
that no such shortage exists.
Upon the advice of the Surgeon
General's department, Senator Fernald
has referred the matter to the Post
Office Department, which is now en
gaged in an investigation of the chain
letter.

CHAUTAUQUA IN HOULTON

Ex-Congressman Frank
E. Guern
Mr. Carl H. Turner representing the
sey has been appointed a Trustee of
Community Chautauqua was in Houl
the University of Maine.
ton, Saturday, and met those who are
A new cement sidewalk is being
Gloom was cast over the communi interested in the coming season’s en
placed in front of the Merritt build
ty, Sunday, when it was learned that tertainment in Houlton.
one will be for parade purpose while
ings, so-called, in Union Square.
the messenger of Death, whose com
Mr. Turner went over the details for
Robert Wilkins a student at Colby, the other will be displayed from their
ing is known by no man. had entered Chautauqua week, which is August 6
arrived home, Monday, to attend the lodge room.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. to 10, and was much pleased with all
Exercises at the Houlton High
funeral of his friend, Charles Barnes.
Barnes and had summoned therefrom of the arrangements which have been
Sheriff Dunn made a visit to the up school were suspended, Tuesday af
their son Charles Francis.
Coming made. The series of entertainments
country towns last week, looking af ternoon, so that the students could
so suddenly and unexpectedly, very will be held at the same place-as last
ter the enforcement of law and order. attend the funeral of Charles F.
few knowing that the young man was year, at the Park, utilizing the grand
Miss Rose Donovan has resumed her Barnes.
sick, it proved a distinct shock to the stand for the entertainments, an ar
Mr. J. A. Browne and S. L. White
duties at the TIMES office after a
unprepared public.
rangement which proved so satisfac
went to Forrest City, Sunday by auto
two weeks vacation.
Charles Franyis Harm's, tin* second tory last year.
to
call
on
H.
J.
Hatheway,
who
is
Hon. and Mrs. R. W. Shaw went to
son of Mr. and Mrs. ('barb*- P Barnes
The program for this season is one
Van Buren Friday, to visit a few days very poorly, although he sits up a
was Mghfeen years of age. Ib> was which will even surpass that of last
little each day.
with friends.
an energetic, brilliant young man with year, among other special features
Houlton friends will regret to learn
The elevator for the Mansur block
exceedingly bright prospects ahead of will be Red Cross or Patriotic Day,
arrived Monday, and is now being of the death of Maj. R. G. Rollins of
him. He was a member of tin* class which will be on the opening day of
Bangor, well known in Houlton,
assembled and put in place.
i of 1917 of Ricker Classical institute. the session., when in addition to a
Mrs. F. E. Hall and Mrs. Ervin where he was engaged in the dry
; and was very active in all matters patriotic address by one of the lead
were passengers on Thursday even goods business in the early ‘70 s.
|pertaining to tin* class aid school, ing statesmen of the House of RepWalter E. Swett has completed the
ing’s train for Portland.
j Besides being a brilliant student in* resentatives. a musical entertainment
The Seniors of the Houlton High school census of the town of Houl
! wa- an athlete of ability ami was a hy th(* Mendelssohn Sextette, it being
8chool have voted
fifteen dollars ton, and finds that there are 2560
! irn'iiitier of till athleth team- repreessentially a singing orchestra of
from their funds for the local Red scholars of school age, an increase of
sonting the school.
young ladies, which will even surpass
91
over
last
year.
Cross work.
He left here Thursday, for Oak the quartette of last year, which those
Cecil N. Adams of Boston spent, a
Allan Quimby of Portland was cal
field, where he was a member of the in attendance last year on the open
ling on Houlton friends Friday, leav few days last week with his parents,
east in “ Charley’s Aunt” the Senior ing day will so well remember.
Mrs. John Q. Adams, en
f»rvi
ing Saturday with friends for Davis Mr. and
class play, which was presented there
It is needless to mention now the
joying his annual fishing trip previous
Pond.
that evening.
many attractive programs that are in
to
coming
to
Houlton.
Mrs. D. H. Buckley, Millinocket, was
Friday he joined the ball team store for Houlton people, suffice it to
Hon. Justice J. B. Madigan arrived land. They were escorted to the home Square where thousands of people
in Houlton last week visiting her
scheduled to play at Island Falls. say that the entertainments will be
of
Judge
Powers,
whose
guests
they
had
gathered
to
witness
the
unfurling
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Scrib home from Bath, Friday, where he
of an immense flag, purshased by the During the game he became suddenly on the same instructive and elevating
has been conducting a term of Court. were during their stay'in Houlton.
ner.
ill with a pain in his hack.
With plane as last year.
At 8 o ’clock the Opera House was citizens,
Rev. Father Tierney of Portland Mrs. Madigan going to Boston for a
characteristic
gameness
he
stuck
to
The following organization for the
filled to the limit to hear this cele-[ Here Mr. E. L. Cleveland made
has been appointed curate to St. few days and returning Saturday.
the
play.
That
night
in
Island
Falls
season of 1917 was made:
brated
statesman,
who
on
being
inj
.some
very
appropriate
remarks
after
Miss
Tillie
Dryden
a
nurse
af
the
Mary’s Catholic Church in this town.
he became worse and medical attend President. S. L. White.
visiting troduced by Hon. F. A. Pow ers, held [ which Col. John Q. Adams representHe has already entered upon his dut Presque Isle hospital, was
ance was summoned.
Vice-Pros., Mrs. C. A. Lyons; G. A.
the
attention
of
his
hearers
for
over
ing
the
G.
A.
R„
unfurled
the
flag
to
friends in town last week. Miss Dryies here.
He arrived at his home in this town
Hall. Jr.
an
hour
and
a
half.
the*
strains
of
the
“
Star
Spangled
Ban
Albert Mercler, chief engineer of a den was graduated from the Aroos
He was found to be j Secretary. A. K. Ktetson.
Judge
Taft
led
his
audience
back
to
ner,”
all
heads
being
uncovered.
Mr.
j
^!^Ur(*ay
noon
took
Hospital.
large power plant in Cleveland, ar
afflicted with a most severe type of Treasurer, Wilford Fullerton.
Manager Pelkey of the local office the days in August 1914 when war w as Cleveland then introduced Judge Taft
rived in town Saturday, to visit his
declared
by
Germany,
and
gave
in
a
Ticket Committee: G. A. Hall, Jr.,
who spoke a few words in a most ap pleuro-pneumonia, and at the start
father, Peter Mercier, before joining of the Singer Sewing Machine, went
physicians could hold out no hope. chairman; Mrs. E. E Milliken; Mrs.
very
lucid
and
entertaining
way
the
propriate
manner.
Ito Portland Wednesday. He returnthe colors.
The procession then escorted the Everything that human skill could do A. G. Munro, Mrs. Cora M. Putnam;
New Cement walks to and around |ed Saturday coming overland in his facts and causes which led up to the
declaration of war by the United guests in the residence of Judge to alleviate his suffering and ward off .Miss (Mare Browne.
the Friable Memorial
fountain in ^automobile.
death was done, but it availed not.
Grounds Committee:
A. E. Astle,
Earl
Bishop, Kenneth Hanson. States, giving his reasons why the Powers, where lunch was served the
Monument Park have been built. They
The deceased was a gentlemanly chairman: E. G. Bryson. John G. Chadmovement
of
the
League
to
enforce
guests and at 2 P. M. the party left
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much pica
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medical treatment. He is considered j A shower party was
tendered to I body.
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to be in a serious condition.
|Miss Grace Stone Thursday evening, |
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At
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Through some oversight the mer-jat the home of Miss Helen McKay
chants failed to illuminate their stores [There was a large number of her j Judge Taft addressed the student - of
on the evening of Mr. Taft's visit to young friends present and a most en K ic k e r and Houlton High impressing
[them with the ad vantages which each nemr on
Houlton. As a result, the town look jovable evening was spent bv all.
|one had in procuring an educaiiou. Dm
ed rather dark. With his customary
The farmers of this section are
Tim mnire m
foresight M. M. Clark, Esq., had the j still being delayed in their planting j eoi. trusting the difference of tlm riv
Court House Illuminated from top to by the rain and extremely cold weath I scut methods of teaching with those beautiful flag was due ff
bottom, and It presented one bright er. A few scattered acres of pota |ol ;>0 years ago. Ho told them that wnl and public spiritedn
and brilliant spectacle to the people toes have been planted, but, on the I what was marled was enthusiasm for J Fa under.-, who 1u>1i■-i11
their country, their county and Dmir purchased it,
homeward bound, after the lecture.
(whole, the farmers here an* ten days
Sergt. Albert of Co. L. now station- behind s(.hedule with their work
Wallace Matey, the popular and
Some mu* broke into the tea stor“
ed at Brownville was at his home in
T. C. S. Berry, who had the distrib of the Direct Importing ro. on Wed obliging rural mail carrier on Route
this town, Saturday.
While here he
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A t day break, so the night police in ing a passage way clear for teams for Houlton. If you have not already tion.
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book was published by the
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States
Brewers'
Association,
entitled
independence, such scope for individ
T IM E A T W H IC H T R A IN S A R E E X 
ual action. It' the farmer looks down The Text Bokk of True Temperance.
Flung to the breeze in an emblem to turn the soil or free his field from In the preface of this book, the author A C T E D T O A R R IV E A N D D E P A R T
fa ir,
IX EFFECT MAY 7. l!U7.
weeds, he looks up at the wide ex acknowledges the great assistance he
has received from Mr. Mugh F. Fox,
The Stars and Stripes— do you see
Trains scheduled to leave Houlton;
panse of sky, the sun, the moon and
secretary of the United States Brew
it there?
Daily Except Sundav
stars, up to God. There is health of
W e w ill go where it leads, though
ers' Association, "for his valuable aid, 8.47 a. in.—for Ft. Fairfield, Limestone,
the body, health of the mind in the
0 a r i b u u, Van B u r e » ana inter
counsel, and suggestions.” () n page
the way be long,
pure air of the fields. The contact
mediate stations
SO, of this alleged Text Book of True 9.23 a. m.—for Millinocket, Bangor and
T id we hear at last the
victor’s
with the earth gives health and
' cipal intermediate stations—PortTemperance, are to he found the fol
song.
j strength.
A delightful fragrance
and Boston, via. Medford. I nn
lowing paragraphs, which we respect
ing Car Millinocket to Bangor.
comes from growing things that gives
He has achieved success, who lived
fully submit as a counter-irritant, if B.40 a. ni.—for Ashland, Fort Kent, St
more pleasure than any perfume which
Francis and intermediate stations, also
well, laughed often and loved much;
we may say so, to Mr. Pabst's claim
for Washburn, ITesque Isle, Van
the eheinists make. Nature spreads
who has gained the respect of intel
that very little inroad is made upon
Buren,Grand Isle, Madawaska, French,
! ever changing pictures before his eyville, St. Francis and intermediate
ligent men and the love of little
the food products of the Pountry by
ds.
The farmer who enters on his
stations via. Squa Pan and Majpieton
children; who has filled his niche and
brewing industries.
M4
p. m.—for Fort Fairfield, Caribou,
' work with heart and soul attuned to
Limestone and intermediate stailons.
accomplished his task. Yvhether by
Here is what the
Tinted States
good lives in a purer atmosphere than
j
1.25 p. m—for Millinocket, Greenville, Ban
an improved poppy, a perfect poem,
Brewers’ Association itself has to say:
gor, and intermediate stations, Portland
1one engaged in sordid work. He has
or a rescued soul; who has never j
and Boston. Sleeping Car Derby t*
“ But the principal benefit from the
rx>m for growth and expansion and brewing of beer accrues to our agri
Boston, Dining Car Derby to Bangor,
lacked appreciation of earth’s beauty j
is fed with food for the soul as well culture. The American people con- *6.00 p. m.—for Millinocket, Bangor ami in
or failed to express it; who has al- j
termediate stations, Portland and Bos
sume an enormous quantity of corn
ton. Buffet sleeping Car Caribou
ways looked for the best in others 1a-i food for the body.
and barley in the shape of beer. The
to Boston
and given the best he had; whose life ,
--------------------------ingredients consumed in producing a 7.37 p. m—for Fort Fairfield, Caribou, V an
Buren and intermediate stations.
barrel of beer are in the average fifty
was an inspiration and whose mem1 rai n ' s D ck lieri/roN’.
ory a benediction.— Bessie A Stanley j This is every man’s war The duty pounds of malt, 12 pounds of corn and
% pounds of hops. This, with a pres
Daily Except Sunday
----------- -—-----------j of all Americans was emphasized in ent annual production of nearly sixty
8.36 a. m.—from boston, Portland, Bangor
Breathes there a man with a soul Secretary
Lane’s
address
to million barrels of beer, shows an an
and intermediate stations. IiuiTet Sleep
ing Car Boston to Caribou,
so dead, who never to himself hath t i e representative of the states.
In nual coneumption of 75,000,000 bush
els of malt, seven hundred and twenty 9.20 a. m.—from Van Buren, Caribou,
said: “ I’ll till more land to make this Mr. Lane was speaking notonly
Fort
Fairfield and
intermediate
million pounds of corn (generally in
more bread to save the cost of over-! for the administration but for the manufactured form, as grits, flakes,
stations.
1.02
P- ni.—from Boston, Portland, Bangor.
head.
I ’d plow my fields for early ■Government— for the people.
etc.) and forty-five million pounds of
Greenville and intermediate stations.
corn: the sgusTi shall ramble o’er my
We must get into the war with men hops.
Sleeping Car Boston to Derby. Dining
“ A bushel of malt weighs from .'14
lawn.
I'll fill my driveways full of aid ships, food and money: and most
Car Bangor to Millinocket.
to 4b pounds, according to quality, |.I4 p. m.—from Caribou, Limestone, Fort
corn and plenty shall my hoard adorn important of all, we must get into it
and is in mi asure about equal to a
Fairfield and intermediate stations,
W e ’ll raise things that we love so with spirit.
bushel of barley. A bushel of corn 2.31 p. ni.—from st. Francis, Fort Kent,
Ashland and intermediate stations, ala*
well; the onion with its vigorous
Germany is far from beaten. What weighs about 55 pounds. Figuring on
St. Francis, French ville, Madawaska,
smell; the currant with its lovely jell if her dead number more than a mil present average prices, corn, 75 cents:
Grand Isle, Van Bum:, Washburn,
malt barley, which is a barley of high
Presque Isle and intermediate stations,
the bean that lovetli so to swell: the lion. when she has millions more. quality, $1 per bushel, and’ hops IS
Mapleton and Squa Pan.
cuke whose' eager pains we quell; the What if her hungry eivilans liiumur cents per pound, there is an annual 5.56 via.
p. in. from Van Buren, Limestone,
squash which spreads like umberell: if sin can last until the harvest? consumption of about ninety-five mil
Caribou, Fort Fairfield and intermedi
ate stations.
potatoes that perhaps we'll sell and What if her armies fail to advance, lion dollars' worth of American farm
products by the brewers, not speak 7.34 p. ni.from Boston, Portland, Bangor,
while about it, we may's well raise when her submarine warfare, most
Millinocket and principal intermediate
ing of what is consumed in their sta
stations via. Medford. Dining Car
everything excepting h 11.
ambitious of her weapons, looms more I d e s . "
Bangor to South Lagrange.
and more dangerous each week'.’
Timetables giving complete informa
If America delays
until undersea
tion may be obtained at ticket offices.
Its Series.
GEO. M. HOFGHTON, Pass’r Traffic
ferocity has triumphed which is not
uit map’s whole life lias been p
Judge Taft in his admirable lei lure at all impossible we not only cannot
Manager. Bangor, Me
sene- of ups am! downs." “ How so?’’
last week endeavored to bring to the fc<‘d our Allies but we shall have in“ He I egan as an elevator hoy. then beminds of his hearers the serious con vitod the war to our own coasts and canic a riot ntain climber, and now is
dition which confront s i lie entire there will be no British navy to stand gi vin; ; ball'ion ascensions."
United States from an economic between.
siaml(.eint.
There is no quick end to the war
The main reason why this is hard unless America goes in and helps with
for many citizens to realize what con every ounce of her strength while the
fronts us, is the continued prosperity struggle for the mastery of the sea
People with had hacks and weak
which the people of this country have is undecided. Our ships, those that kidneys a n1 apt to feel old at sixty.
Cnr
’icasant Street
enjoyed for the past 25 years, and we have and those that we can build
Many old folks say Doan's Kidney
which in the natural course of events will be the determining fador. Only
ami H ig h la n d A v e .
Fills help them k e e p young
Here's
we base as a matter of fact taken for w iti these can be smashed the rising
granted, that because we have had it. hope of the Prussian that his sea ti- a Houlton ra.-e.
it
must continue. Prosperity will K*'rs will prevail. Our men, adding
O p e n A p r i l 1 6 th , 1 9 1 7
Maniel AleKlroy. retired farmer, i?
eontinue hut there will be main Anniriean morale to the land forces, I Willard Si , Houlton. says"Doan's
luxuries which all but the exfrenfely will press harder on the yielding spirit Kidney Pills have been an old stand
D R . L. P . H u g h e s
by with me for many years and I can
rich will be able to have, and those of the enemy.
say they do just as represented.
I
people do not seem to realize what the
“ We can't fail in this thing." says have used them on different occasions
meaning of a dollar is.
Mr. Lane
Me must not! It is un- when my kidneys have needed atten Kanstoni w . sh aw Seth S. Thornton
It is none too early for us to com thii liable, if there is any failure in tion. Sometimes when I caught cold
mence to economize, and by this we Am ‘rii a it is the non-realization of it has brought on trouble with the
do not mean to deprive ourselves of the urgency of the job. We dallied kidney secretions which caused me to
net up many times during the night
the necessities of life, hut to get tor two years two miserable wasted When suffering this way.
hav<
along with some of the luxuries which yea w that must be made up now.
g*me to (). F. French K- S c s Drug
Pr-uupt attention to all business
We
>torc and have got 1loan's Kidney
we could just as well get along with sha 1 go in and win when every
man Bills. They have always cuiuu me
H cultonr
M aine
out. There are many such which in every state sees that this is
his ot the attack.
1 am always
■ c1
’robate
matters
le
w
Sp<x
ial
Attention
constant, use of may seem to us as war his wife s war. his children's
war mending Doan's Kidney Fills to other
kidney suffeerrs,"
necessities, but which we could get
tl e war for lasting freedom.
along without some of the luxuries
1’ t'ici1 5Ue, at all dealers
Don't
which we now enjoy. There are many
simply ask for a kidney remedy get
such, which constant use of
may
Doans Kidney Fills the same that
seem to us as necessities, but which
Like all other rountries, the United Mr, Me Elroy had.
Foster-AliBmrn
Graduate r n i v e r M t y of Toronto
wo could getalong without and really ttatms lias variable crop seasons. Some Uo., Props.. Buffalo. X. V.
j A ll calls given prompt attention
be better off by not indulging in yeais it raises bumper harvests of al
Tel. N ight 32-2
Day 629-2
them. Then there is the question of ums: everything; other years it finds
waste, something which has
grown its supply much reduced in some or all
with the prosperity of the times, products of the soil. But there is one
The
but which never has been known crop that never fails with us.
to lie one of the essentials of crop of crop rumors is unfailing in the
2 Drops Do the W ork. Painlessly
prosperity, and if we will stop to con United States.
OFFICE A T RESIDENCE
“ I tell you, before I heard of ‘Gets
sider this important, item, we will see
Let the weather he fair or foul, the
Hoolton, Maio«
many places where we can correct it, acreage big or little, every year there It' I used to try one thing after an 129 Main St.
other for corns, 1 still had them. I
be us well off. and still have the sprii gs up an abundant growth of used bandages and they made my toe
•iMsfaetion of knowing that we have stories about, damage in the fields and so big it was murder to put on my Tel. 239-3
e something to help along the i approaching shortage. We are in the
se. .a condition, which in the light midst, of the growing season for this
of pa> •vents is lialde to come to this crop right now ; from all sides are
prosp
ms United States.
coming the gloomiest of reports and
even the Government experts a little
while ago gave t (nun authoritative ap
T H E i * M A T P R O F E S S IO N
proval.
To till tiie • - ■tli was a did v ( Ini!
\\‘ ‘ had three record breaking crop
signed to .ado . To till t h e s o i l of
yearn recently; in 191:;, 1*114 an(| 19 j f,
!! k > earth is stil. • duty of the desthe 1arvests ot this land successively
i-endants of Adam,
Many iudu-tries,
surpassed one another and all preced
professions, t fades i. ■' necessa I y to
ing years. But. the crops that, came
civilized lib'. The tilier of the soil
from the fields in every one of those
must provide food for a. . I Hies any
years were rio less impressive in inagOFFICE OVER FRENCH $
one think the farm work
.emal? It
nitud • than the crops of rumors about
DRUG STORE
is not.
The
g o o d farmer is .. s k i l l e d
T o r n * D riv e Y o u Vfndf T r y “ G e tn -It”
them had been beforehand. The most
Offiice H ou rs : 8 A . M. to 5 P. M .
laborer.
A high
degree of intelli
and T h e y ’ll 1'e e l l l l g h t O ff:
Umm table stories were in circulation
Others by appointment.
gence P called for in his work.
in ev >ry one of those years of alum- shoe. I used salves and other tilings Telephone 104-‘J
Scarcely another field gives so mm h
Unit ate off more of the toe than they
dance.
did the corn. I’d nit ■nd dig with
D i -n't 1ecessary to lose heart and knives ami si issoc. but now no more
r .* (*>* r-*
get it the dumps now herau-e some fooling for me. Two drops of ‘Get.speople
are
spreading depressing IU did all the work. It makes the corn
shrivel and get. so loose that you can
Practice limited exclusively to
stone- about the bad harvests vve are
just
r i g h t off
wi t h
>o u r
p i c k it
going to have in 1917. This is a big f i n g e r s ' "
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Country : mop failure all over it is
T i n •re l i es b e e n n o t h i n g new d i s
Glasses Fitted
heyrm 1 comprehension
The sun will c o v e n ■•d f o r c o r n s s i n c e ’ " G e l s - i U ’ w a s
Office H out'-: 9 t<> 1 t A . M .
way
the comm on
now
la
>rn
.
It':Hui'
Hiino soiiiewlii'ii and where it d i i n e s
s e n s e . : li'.lj-!" , s u n ■ wa y
1 to 4 p- M .
a rain will grow for our lu'cad n e x t
" H e f - li i - sol d e v e r y w h e r e , 2
U
7 to .S P. M.
Wind
: a .1 ! le . iw -i'll! on r e c e i p t o f pri< -o by
t Hlice in I »uuu Furniture Block
W r o l l e r X Co . C h i c a g o 111.

IS SURE TO COME

•

Shawmut
For

.J fU B P

Bangor St.

HOULTON

New Dental Offices

Shaw tit Thornton
A tto rn e y s

. Your Family Monument .

! DR. R. E. LIBBY

A CROP THAT NEVER FAILS

Y o u r m onum ent thoughtfully planned and carefully
finished so as to be in harmony with its surroundings in
the cemetery, w ill contribute largely to the contentment
and satisfaction o f yourself and family.
A m em orial that is of simple design and sturdy con
struction is the m ost dependable and expresses good taste.
T h e finest designs in modern
resented in the Monumental art
o u r show -room .

cemetery work are •'>
display on the floor of

R em em ber we will please you, and it is our desire to
treat you with every consideration.
We want to ju s tify
your patronage and if you will consider our reasontble
prices, o u r high quality, our service, then we !:ulnv vou
w ill come hero when you want a family mo i
.. . or a
headstone or m arker.
iw h h m m

Hqpilton Granite & Marble Works
TELEPHONE.

BANGOR S T R E E T
H O U L T O N , M A IN E .

CORNS LOOSEN OFF
WITH MAGIC “GETS-IT”

T e e t h f ille d w i t h o u t
p a in b y t h e n e w a n a l 
g e s ic m e t h o d , a b s o 
l u t e l y s a fe .
D r. F. O. O R C U T T ,
D e n t is t ,

Dr J. F- Palm er

Parker M. Ward, M. D.
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AFTER GRIPPE
|Vir ol Restored Mr. Martin’s Strength
1 V' apakoncta, Ohio.— “ I am a farmer
; by occupation, and the Grippe left me
j with a had cough and Jn a nervous, weak,
| run down condition, and I could n<*r.
; seen to get anything to do me miv
I
until 1 took \ inol, \Giich built mr ;,p.
and my c o ugh and imrvni-uies.-s a r c ;hi
gone, ami i can truly May \ mol is aa
that is claimed for it."— -Ia .mks
\ inol is a constitutional reniedv for
all weak, nervous and run-down <■.cau
tions of men, women and ehi'dron, - j
for -hronic coughs, colds and L: o - .

Exfl&erfc A d lv k ® Wm ftBn©
©
Queries

and

Replies

w m it

Covering

Importance to the M an W h o

Matters

of

Runs a C ar

ESSQf-POZSE)

Keeping Books
can be made a lot
if vou have the

a m p le r

right

and more effective
>ooks and supplies.

The Hatheway Drug Co., Houlton, Me
I hav« a oar whioh I wish to convert
Is there any benefit derived from
Into a apaadstar. Can you tall ma what putting oil in gasoline? Does it give
ahangaa are neoeeaary to saoura the any more mileage?
meat speed aut of it?
Wry little, if any. The present day
The weight distribution over the gasoline is hard enough to vaporize as
front and rear wheels should be made it is.
aa nearly equal as possible, so that
the car will hold the track and take
How does a two cycle, direct aircool
the turns without upsetting. This rule ed engino compare in efficiency with a
Is followed out In designing cars for water cooled, poppet valve engine?
Theoretically a two cycle motor or an
racing. The center of gravity la made
a s low as possible to accomplish the ulr cooled motor, either one, will pro
same end. The motor should be bal duce higher efficiency than the stand
anced by making the reciprocating ard type, so that the combination of
parts as nearly equal aa possible in the two features in one engine may be
w e ig h t The crankshaft must be per considered a theoretical ideal. In prac
fectly balanced, the connecting rods to tice the results attained have never
w iif h the same. In fact, there must measured up to the promises of such
not he more work thrust upon one cyl engines from an abstract standpoint.
inder than upon another. By reducing This is to be attributed to the lack of
the body weight the car will give development that this type has under
greater speed. The new body should gone. However, motors of this type
he such that wind resistance is re are reputed as highly satisfactory in
duced considerably, for this Is one the hands of users.
jrreat factor In speed. By reducing the
gear ratio still greater speed may be
attained, but the life of the car would
he abort with a gear ratio of less than
three and one-ha If to one.

Th# spssd indicating dial of my aposdOtwsts f oooiilatM baok and forth. Can
yau tall ma Haw ta remedy this?
Try tightening the swivel joint on
tha end of the flexible shaft near the
gear. Also strap the shaft to the ra4 faa rod of the car, thus preventing it
from swinging. If this does not stop
your trouble the inside parts of the
speedometer must be worn out and will
b a re to be renewed.

I have been having brake trouble due
to too email brake drume. The drume
fere only 1 2 '/ 2 by 2 inohee and are much
too small for a 3,000 pound oar.
I
want to equip it with 16 by 2 or 2Vz
brake* if it is possible to obtain a pair
of this aiza druma bored for two "inch
hubs. I can do the fitting and think I
can work over the old brake connec
tions withoqt much expense. What de
you think of this plan?

It would be entirely practical to do
thi9, although we do not know where
you could get such a set of drums al
ready made. It is probable that you
would have to have them made to your
order.
Remember that you do not
want to get them so large that they
What eauses a motor to have on# cyl will interfere with the road clearance
inder elightly louder than the ether of the car.
three? The meter rune well exoept in
this regard end eeeme to be slightly
Will you please tell me how to scrape
lama whan pulling haavy at slow mo and take up the wear on tha crank
tor apaad, aneugh te eauss quit# a lit- shaft and connecting rod bearings of
tla vibration at timaa. When tha mo my car?
tor la running one can notice that one
Unless you have to put in new bear
•of tha axhauata la slightly louder then ings it is not necessary to scrape them.
tha balanoa and of a sharper sound. A bearing that has been run for some
Thla ie doing no harm other than baing
time has a smooth surface and does
.annoying. It ie a four and ona-fourth
by four and ona-half inoh motor of the not need this treatment. However,
valve in the head typa. The compres new bearings must be scraped with a
sion ie good in all oylindors and the tool known as a scraper and which any
valvee ere all right. The exhaust has motorcar supply store should be able
baan always this way. I have not tim to furnish you. The process is one of
ed tha vaivsa with tha flywheel, as it smoothing the surface as much as
baa naver baan changad, and the cam possible. It Is a matter of common
shaft it intagrai with the cams, !**?? j sense and skill, and we do not advise
of tha impression that the cam shaft is
i an inexperienced person to do it.
at fault, aa it appaars that one valve is
I However, to take up the wear in the
slightly out of time.
It Is evident tbut the exhaust valve : bearings you have—and this is all that
o f this cylinder opens earlier than the ! should be necessary If they have not
rest, so tligt the gas Is allowed to I been burned out or damaged in some
escape when It Is at higher pressure t way—it is necessary only to take out
than the others. This may be caused, |shims and then tighten up the caps
aa you suspect, by faulty cutting of again to remove any lost motion. This
tha cams, but the likelihood is very applies to the connecting rod bearings
Try
small, as Integral earn .shafts seldom as well as the main bearings.
vary, being cut on automatic or semi ' taking out one shim from each side of
automatic machines und to conform to the cap first. Then see if this is not
Jigs and to pass inspections within enough to permit of lightening up the
very narrow limits, it Is more likely . cap so as to remove the play. If one
that the length of the valve rods is at shim from each side will not do it.
fault. If these are of the adjustublo try taking two. etc. You must he caretype, ahorten up on the offending rod i ful uot to tighten the bearings so that
Do not try to turn the
slightly. This will give a little more * they bind.
play than was had formerly, with tlic heads off the bolts in doing it, but set
result that the valve will open a little ' them up with reasonable snugness.
later. It is possible also that the otli
a r valves have too much play in their i Aro aluminum pistons a success?
.action, so that they open too late. This What changes would I have to make
other than changing pistons? How
would mean that the cylinder that
about the connecting rods, etc.?
sounded the loudest was the only one
i Aluminum pistons have been adopted
whose valves were working properly.
by many of the leading automobile
Which of these is the case may be de
makers after long test. The alumi
termined by running the motor on this
num pistons can be used satisfactorily
-cylinder alone, suddenly switching to
with the regular rods in the engine, if
another and running that one alone.
! i hat is what you. mean.
I f It runs faster on the second the fault i
__
Js with the first cylinder. There can
Will you please give me a formula for
ha little harm in such a condition ex
cept aa to cam wear. It is likely that mixing sulphuric acid, nitric acid and
; water for cleaning brass parts on a
the wear la more severe where the
play Is not so great.

I have a four cylinder, thirty-five
tieraepewer ear which hae suddenly develeped a peculiar missing. It misses
an cylinders two end three at all speeds
and hits as well as ever en cylinders
ene and four. There ie no spark at
two and three whatever, while one and
four have a strong spark. The wires
smd plage are in good condition. Can
yea bell me a remedy for this trouble?
There are a number of causes besides
defective wiring and plugs that could
cauae two cylinders of a motor to miss
and two to fire regularly. The mag
neto Itself must be In proper order or
you would not get a spark on cylinders
one and four. Look at your distributor
and see that the contacts are in good
-order.
It is probuble that the dis
tributor brush Is worn so that It only
contacts on two of the four points.
These points may also tyave become
grounded to the metal parts of the dis
tributor. * Blrty contacts are frequent
ly the cause of misfiring. Do not be
too certain, however, that the plugs
are not defective. Try other plugs that
are known to be in good condition and
•ee If they will not spark. See that
your sparking points are not too wide,
Look carefully to your high tension
wiring. See that the Insulation is intact and that the connections are tight.
Would thoro bo any advantage in hav
ing o eoneavo toppad pi*ton? Would it
givo mart forco on tha oxploaion stroke?
Theoretically the more nearly spher
ical the combustion chamber is the
greater the efficiency of the engine;
hence a concave head is a step in the
right direction.
What is ths difference in admitting
.ir fa.twMn th. carburetor and oylinfor or by inersasing ths auxilisry air
i.-stake on tho carburetor, and why doss
o former method give such quick accc oration?
Theoretically the air and gas in the
carburetor are compactly mixed into
tiic proper explosive mixture.
An.\
more air Mould mean too rare a mix
turn with consequent poor firing. When
air D udmitted above the carburetor it
rushes Into the cylinder without sus
pending itself thoroughly in the gas
and gives oxygen to assist the cointrust ion of the already mixed gas.

That seal, with all it means to
the public, might well be put
on every bottle that contains

PERUNA
No other remedy ever offered the
American people has more friends
after two generations of success; no
other remedy is more generally used
in the homes of the people; no other
has been so enthusiastically endors
ed by the thousands.
T hs reason is found I s real merit. For
coughs, colds, catarrh, whether local or
systemic, and general debility following any
of the above Peruna will be found effective,
reliable and safe. For irregular appetite,
impaired digestion and run-down system it
is an invaluable tonic.

Peruna may be obtained in
tablet form for convenience.
i

j
j

'

Silent Bidders.

There are many methods in auction; rooms whereby well-known bidders sig
, nify to the auctioneer their intention
of increasing the last bid made with
out any verbal notification. One man,
for instance, will very carefully adjust
his tie, another may purse up his lips,
a third tickle himself behind the right
or left ear. It Is a fact that one of
the richest buyers in a certain Westend auction room Intimates that he
has reached his limit by the polishing
of the lenses of his eyeglasses, while
' yet another, adopting the most non|chaIant atotudef as lf
were rcaUy
j

not bidding at all, but was casually
examining the lots as they came for
ward, gives his signal by the opening
and snapping of tin* case of his gold
hunting watch, as if he were just
glancing at the time. Of course, the
auctioneer knows tin* idiosyncrasies
of his various customers, and there
fore accepts the hid and calls it out,
while the general body assembled there
arc utterly at a loss to know who has
made the last advance.—London TitBit.;.

LIQUOR

The Peruna Company, Columbus, Ohio

a

MERCHANTS WIFE ADVISES
HOULTON WOMEN
“I had stomach troube so bad I
could eat nothing but toast, fruit and
hot water. Everything alse soured
and formed gas. Dieting did no good.
I was miserable until I tried buck
thorn bark, glycerine, etc., as mixed
in
Alder-i-ka.
ONE
SPOONFUL
benefited me INSTANTLY." Because
Alder-i-ka empties BOTH large and
small intestine it relieves ANY CASE
constipation, sour stomach or gas and
prevents appendicitis. It has QUICK
EST action of anything we ever sold.
O. F .French & Son, Druggists, Houl
ton, Me.
i
He Almost Feel Down

j

A. M. Ilunsucker, Bogue Chitto, Miss.,'
writes : “I suffered from rheumatism, kid
ney and bladder trouble, also dizziness ;
would almost fall down at times. Foley Kid
ney Fills gave me entire relief.'’ Disordered
kidneys give warning by pains in sideji and
back, sore muscles, swollen 'joints, tired* and
languid feeling. Sold Everywhere.
,

n

d

DRUGUSING

WK F E A T U R E

SafB, Sensible, Successful
—since 1879 — in over 400,000
cases. Methods rational and hu
mane, health always improved.
No nausea, sickness or bad
after effects— nothing “he
roic”. No confinement or public
ity. Pleasant surroundings, ideal lo
cation, complete equipment. Special
privacyfor women. All business and
correspondence strictly confidential.

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE

HOOSEI I - P m

B. OOKS

AND

^ E

FORMS

acknowledged the best loose leaf line in the world.
We ’ ll lie glad to show you how these up to the
minute forms and devices will help your business

Times Publishing Company
Houlton, Maine

523 CUMBERLAND AVENUE
Cor. of Mellon Street Telephone 5470
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T lic only one in M ain e, N e w Ham pshire
or V erm o n t and nearest to
M aritim e Provinces
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Look For TLi
Service Sign

MMIM

|car?

The best mixture of sulphuric acid
and nitric acid for cleaning brass parts
uses 50 per cent of each solution with
j
out any water. For regular cleaning
purposes this should be kept in a five
gallon Jar with an earthenware cover
to prevent the fumes cooling off. It
Is best to have the Jar seated in a
wood tray and perhaps water flowing
through the wood tray to dilute the
acid In the event that the jar should
break. When dipping brass articles
into this bath the utmost care must be
taken not to Inlmlc the fumes, as they
are almost fatal to a person breathing
them, and every (are must be exer
cised in handling the solution. It is
not a bad plan t<> put a half handful
of table salt In a four gallon mixture.
In using a cleaning dip of this nature
which will cut off spots of nickel etc.,
be sure that the parts to be dipped
are perfectly dry. They should Incleaned in gasoline and entirely free
from water. If this is not tire case a
pitting action will take place.

IM P O R T A N T NOTICE
Automobile Drivers must observe
the Speed Limit. We have had sev
eral complaints and have notified the
police department to enforce the
law without fear or favor, as we will
hold them responsible.
FRANK A. PEABODY
HOWARD W EBB
ROBT. M. LAW LIS
Selectmen of Houlton.
May 7th, 1917.
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Tire dealers display
ing this sign carry a
complete line of United
States Tires.
—the ‘N obby’, the ‘Chain’, the
‘Royal Cord’, the ‘Usco’, the ‘Plain’,
—a tire for every need of price
and use.
This sign also means to you tire
service
—that the dealer can supply you
every sort of tire service from test
ing your wheel alignment and put
ting on your tires to a complete line
of the best tire accessories in the
world.
Dealers who display this sign are
the best dealers in their respective
communities.
Deal with them—depend on their
judgment—and you w ill have su
preme tire service.

United States'llres

ms*~--w
---s w '«**
!■:•!----- c
*

Are Good Tires
A T i r e f o r E v e r y N e e d o f P r i c e a n d U se
‘N o b b y ’

*C h a in *

‘R o y a l C o rd *

‘ U sco*

*P l a i n *

United States TUBES and T IR E ACCESSOR IES Have
All the Sterling Worth and Wear that Make
United States Tires Supreme

Putnam Hardware Co.

D is t r ib u t o r s
lo r A r o o s to o k C o u n ty

Houlton, Maine
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j one of the most interesting episodes
The latest to join the ranks of
i of this great serial. Roscoe (Fatty) automobile owners is Judge Charles
of 1917, and if he has not yet passed
I Arbuckle makes his initial appearance Carroll, he having purchased a Hup
his thirty-first birthday. He must do
! at this theatre in the first of the new mobile. Saturday.
this even if he is not a citizen; even
Paramount comedies “ The Butcher
if he has a wife, children or others
Boy”
this novel comedy is brim full
dependent upon him for support; ev
Mrs. Charles P. Barnes, chief guard of laughs from start to finish and is
en if he is a cripple.
He must reg
Classified Ads.
ian of Houlton and Ricker Camp Fire guaranteed to cure the worst c ase of
ister no matter how important a pub
The Houlton High School and R.
lic office he happens to hold or what t\ l., will meet in debate at the High has made arrangements for Minute the blues.
W anted— A Capable Girl fo r General
Miss
The “ Animated Weekly” will also housework, by Mrs. C. II. Berry, 84
sort of work he is doing.
If he is School auditorium this Wednesday ev Girl drill and First Aid work.
Adelle McLoon is drilling the seven be shown, this promises to be a most Court Street.
sick, arrangements will be made to ening.
The R. C I. speakers will
have a competent person make his have the affirmative of the question, Houlton Fires, and Miss Bertha Hemp interesting number and should not he Furnished Rooms To Rent on Green
Street, apply to Hartley Stewart at
registration.
If he is in jail or State “ Resolved that immigration to the hill head nurse at the Aroostook hos missed.
120pd
Tuesday, .May 29th, Daniel Frohman Astle Music Store.
prison, the authorities will register United States should be further res pital will teach them First Aid. The
in "The
him.
If he is a student in school, he tricted by the Literacy test” , the High four Ricker Camp Fires are being presents an all star cast
W ill the Finder of Auto N um ber
will be given an opportunity to fill up School debaters taking the negative. drilled by Miss Abbie Sanderson, pre Quest of Life" a truly remarkable plate la-294 please return the same
ceptress and Mrs.Frank James, teach pictureplay.
to the TIMES office.
121p
his registration card and mail it to
The debating teams are made us as
es
them
First
Aid.
Wednesday,
May
30,
a
special
holi
his home town.
No man between i follows.
W anted At Once— A Man to Shear 17
day program will be offered which will I sheep at once. Apply to I). L. Woodtwenty-one and thirty years of age
R. C. I: Miss Dorothy Williams, J.
consist of the Famous Players pro worth, Houlton.
Tel. 829-14.
is exempt from registration, though Clinton Worden, Asa C. Adams.
year.
duction of “ Diplomacy” starring Marie
undoubtedly many will be later exemp
H. H. S: Miss Anah Champeon.Ered
For Sale— House and Lot at Corner
Doro. Also the Burton Holmes trav of Court and Green Streets.
ted from military service.
The pen B. Vose, Lawrence Blake.
Inquire
el picture “ A Day with the West at office of Parker M. Ward.
121p
alty for not registering either thru
The Post Office bowling team went
F. A. Peabody will be the chairman
President Wilson has designated neglect or refusal, is a term in jail, with G. Herbert Foss of Fort Fair- down to defeat on Thursday evening Point Cadets” showing our future mil Mrs. N ettie Dickinson,
Experienced
June 3rd, as the day to begin regis and that applies to the rich as well field; E. L. Vail and F. W. Mann of in three straight games in their en itary officers in training, and the car Nurse.
Write or inquire at No. 10
toon comedy “ How Col. Heeza Liar Franklin Ave., or Fox Bros.
No man will escape be Houlton as judges.
tration for the selective draft.
The as the poor.
counter with Capt.
Ervin’s picked
captures Villa.
work must be completed in five days. cause he has money to pay a fine.
1earn.
For Sale— Several pieces of Old Ma
After
the
other
questions
have
been
A ll men from 21 to 31 years of age
hogany furniture, also other furniture
For months this team has met all
for particulars call at 28 North St
are required to register.
If you fail answered the clerk in charge of the
comers, defeating them easily and
12dpd
to register there is a heavy penalty registration will ask each man if he
The Houlton Camp-fire Girls are have the distinction of heading the
awaiting you.
If you come within wishes to claim exemption from mili
To L et— Convenient Downstairs Rent
actively engaged in preparation for Bowlodrome alley record for team
of 7 rooms, with bath and electric
the scope of years, make your plans tary service.
The Registrar must en service to their country in this time score and for individual scores and
lights. Inquire of Eugene Garcelon.
to be on hand early and register with ter upon the card the reasons a man
of war.
Dr. Luther H. Gulick, presi in a recent game they hung up 140(5
Tel. 131-13.
18tt
gives for thinking he ought not to
your town clerk.
dent of the Camp Fire Girls of Ameri as a score, which is a most flattering
Farm For Sale— On County Road, ZVz
Governor Milliken announced
the serve. On the reasons given at that
ca, has sent a message to the thous one.
j
miles from Houlton, 150 acres. For
names of the men who will make up time will be based the procedure later
ands of girls all over the Unijted
particulars inquire on premises. Mrs.
Thursday's game was most excit
the county board of registration in when the claim is investigated. Some
Mary A. Conlogue.
I2tf
States telling them what they can do ing and when the victors took the first j
connection with the selective draft persons will be exempt because of the
to help in the great struggle for free game they “ girded up their loins” for !
If the Person W ho Found a Cap to
kind of work tiny are doing, some be
law, on Thursday.
dom and justice.
the hub of an automobile will return
a
clean-up
and
the
pins
fell
fast
and
i
In doing this Gov. Milliken is an cause they have children or other de
same to the TIMES office, a suitable
First: Girls must lie trained to as furious for the rest of the evening.
|
ticipating final action by Congress and pendents whom they must feed and
reward will be given.
sist and take the places of women in
Doyle,
for
the
picked
team
was
high
!
is carrying out suggestions from the clothe, and some because they are al
the home, because the women must string man for the evening with 114 j
Headquarters A. P. Russell Post Anyone Wishing Help By T h e' Day
ready in the military or naval service.
secretary of war.
for -housecleaning or general work
take the places of the millions of men ten pins to his credit.
A
return
j
No. 159, G A. R. may secure it by applying to Mrs.
The county boards will select the
While the class from which sold
in the army and in the munition fac g;m e has been arranged for Friday General Orders, No. 1.
Wiliam Lindsay, Military St.
registrars for each voting precinct iers are to come is to be segregated
tories.
e\ening and a large crowd is expect- j On Sunday, May 27th, ail Soldiers
with the approval of the
provost by draft, the law is careful to provide
To do well the common household eh to be on the side lines.
|of the Civil War, Spanish War Veter C ontract and Carpenter W o rk of AM
marshal of the State, who will super for avoiding the miseries
that war
kinds given
prompt attention.
I
tasks is the object of every Camp The score:
|ans. with Houlton High School Cadets can atend to all orders as I have
vise the work of registration and later brings to dependents at home and for
Fire Girl, because for excellence in Picked Team
439 423 454 1316 as escort, will meet at the Engine plenty of men. L. F Whittier .Mili
w ill do the actual work of draft.
a choice of those whom military ser
the work she attains honor beads, Post Office
tf
42S 41a 443 1286 house, at in o'clock a. m., and march tary St..
The following is the county board vice the Nation most needs and whose
the chief object of the organization
to
the
Presbyterian
Church
where
the
of Aroostook County: Sheriff Charles civil and domestic service can best
W anted— To Rent a Furnished House
being to bring mother and daughter
memorial sermon will be delivered by of seven or eight rooms for two
E. Dunn, Houlton, chairman; Clerk of be spared.
into harmonious and mutually help
Rev. A. M. Thompson.
months during the summer.
Those
Courts, M. M. Clark, Houlton, Clerk;
After every man between the pre
ful relations in the home. The big
Wednesday, May 23, Jesse L. LasWednesday, May 30th, at 1.30 p.m., having such, will please notify the
Frank H. Jackson, M. D., Houlton, scribed ages has been registered, af
thing to do is to save the food, for ky presents the popular little screen A. P. Russell Post, G. A. R., will meet TIMES office.
physician.
ter the physically unfit have been el
the food question is of vast impor star, Blanc he Sweet in “ The Sowers"
on the High School campus. The line For Sale— Farm , V illage Home, Wood
The selective draft law is an effort iminated and the others who are need
tance.
a ;imely story of Russian politics. of march will be as follows, viz: lots and timber lands. Inquire Jack
to place the largest number of effec ed more at home have been excused,
The girls must learn to save food This production was adapted from the
Houlton Brass Band H H. S. Cadets ins & Jackins, Real Estate Agency.
tive soldiers into the field with the then boards consisting of the sheriff,
Hamilton & Burnham Block. Office
by using economy at home, picking novel by Henry S. Merriman.
as escort, G. A. R. and Spanish War Hours, 8 a. m. to 8 p. m.
least disturbance of American indus clerk of courts and a physician in
and canning berries, apples, and also
Thursday,
May 24, Red Feather Veterans, Fire Company, Order of
tries and a minimum of suffering to each county, will attend to the duty of
fruits, that grow wild, having vege Photoplays offers
Hobart Bosworth Red Men, R. C. I. Cadets, Public W an ted — Quotations and Term s .on
thoee who are left at home.
It is drawing by lot, the names of enough
table gardens, raising chickens, etc. in “ Dr. Neighbor” a vivid and convin
Schools and Citizens.
Marching to Potatoes for cash. State time for
characterised by all the leaders of all men to fill Maine’s quota in the great
delivery, grade, etc., carload and less
The Camp Fire Girls will help in cing drama of today.
Monument
Park
the
regular
sendees
the nations as the only way that is army. The Boards will also draw the
than carload lots. Vanse Produce Co.,
the Red Cross work, rolling bandages
Friday, May 25th, Pauline Freder will be held.
fair to everyone.
names of a set of alternates who may
1584 61st St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
etc., and learning first aid and nurse ick will appear in the Famous Players
For the evening services, the Houl
The working of the selective draft be called when a man selected first is
work.
picture Miss Frederick plays the dual ton Brass Band and R. C. I. Cadets H ighest Cash Prices w ill be Paid
is more easily comprehended if it is rejected for any reason.
Another important work is learning production "Ashes of Embers” in this
for Spruce, Fir and Poplar pulp. Come
as escort, Civil War and Spanish war
divided into three steps.
The first j Reports
recently received from
and see me before selling.
Office
to care for babies, thus lessening in role of sisters, two totally different
Veterans
will
assemble
at
the
engine
step will be taken on Registration Washington indicate that the select
Market Square, Houlton, Maine. Of
fant mortality.
characters, one a drudge and the oth house at 7 o'clock and proceed to the fice telephone 142w.
House 203-12.
Day, when every man between twenty- ive draft law will follow these out
The burning of useless waste which er a conceited, ruthless creature
High School Auditorium where a pleas C. O. Grant Farm Agency, Houlton,
one and thirty years of age (includ lines, that it will be enacted and re
Me.
2z0
attracts germ laden flies is a valua wfyose only thought is for her own
ing program will be given. Hersehel
ing both these ages) must go to the ceive the approval of President W il
ble aid in saving infant life.
pers >nal gratification.
Shaw. Esq., of this town will deliver For Sale— M otor Boat, in First-Class
place where voting for city, town and son very shortly and that the day for
To be physically til for all these
Satvrelay, the* usual mixed program the address.
condition.
Length 26 ft:
8 horse
State officers Is ordinarily done, and registration is not far away.
duties is most
important
so the will be offered, consisting of a two
tr,
i d] s:
All citizens are cordially invited to power; leather cm hi i
there give his name, address, age, ocsears 20 people.
(m b
i
at
Camp Fire Girls have adopted the part drama entitled. “ The Forbidden tak*1 part in these services.
Grand Lake. For I irtf i mt
itiou
“ Minute Girl programme” gills ready G a m e , " “ Terrors of the1 Turkish Bath '
J. Q. ADAMS, Com. apply to R, H. Mo, 1 n i nl
qulred to the registrar.
e
Me.,
on the minute1as were the1 Minute Men an I K o Komedy scream and tie* C E. Dl'NN, Adjt.
Box 52
319j»
The purpose of this first step is to
Charles R. Nutter of Boston, assoof 1812. The* .Minute1 Girls uniform is j “ Cni.'ersa! Screen Magazine1."
ascertaln Maine's resources in men ciate director of the Red Cross Assored, white ami blue, consist ing of red!
F o r S a l e —- A
W ade & Dutton
Ba l l for all purposes, not merely for fight- elation for the North Eastern l)ivis
Elizabeth Hogan win* is tend)
ring, cus hi o n rubber
t i r e d runatie, while* navy hat and tuidd
ing with bayonets and cannon, but f o r ! ion of New England, was in Houlton
-his sib,- qou' ngs
automobile
\shland lias been spending a “ f!" b
the building of ships, raising of food j Tuesday, in the interests of the Rod
u p b n G ? e t-<'d
j n p :idr|oth.
A
at h* r home in 1own.
era 'it al l y n e w hi gh
g r a d e c us t om
transportation of supplies, manufac ! Cross work.
et >d ■ v t n i age.
I ' 1) 1!' do For t i l i z e r
turing of clothing, shoes, shells and:
,\t «».:■*,q in the morning h<> met, at
V w N -■ Houlton. Muir.-m
other commodities necessary to a na-( Watson Hall, all interested
in the
tlon at war.
work and otlieially organized a chapH o u -= f or
Sa e— C o n v e n i e n t
Nine
on
After this taking account of stock ter in the1 town to be known a
u
' -11'; i --a 11' Iv -ituaii-t) wirfiin f;v
f1it a i <- w IK of Squa i e, ha Is completed, the next step, the segre Aroostook Red Gross Association.
i
,i
’ar. ole.urie twit.. h<>t and
gation of the physically unfit, the men i This Association, with headqpuarters
j « ,,!'i
-r upstairs -eifabD lor a
with dependents, and the men needed in Houlton, will take in all the towns j
j -mail t.irony. Modi'ra-e pnVo term on the farms and In the industries, of Aroostook not now having
:
Inquire a! Times oHb <\
Ke<
will be taken. This process will un Cross Chapters.
Forms For Sale— I Have
For .Sale
doubtedly reduce the total number of
In the afternoon at 5.30 then* was
snim> of the best potato ;m<] all round
men subject to draft for active mili
crop farms, some with stork: and
a public meeting at which Mr. Nut
ij oci
v*3* jf cuiisnuci
aui).
tary
service very
considerably
fools included, in <mitr: 1 Maine.
I
The third and final step will be t h e ! ter " g a i n e d the nee,Is ol the ass,,
will save you time and money. Send
tor tree list.
Bice's Farm Agency,
calline by the P r e s e n t of the fighting cia,ion aml l lo,lrIy
l"'.lon! " IB
92 Main Street,, Newport. Maine,.
men, In order that they may be prop. ladies' the Breat
ver>/
Slap
erly trained and equipped to care tor j part they
tak>' ■“
*»< «*"*
themselves and strike the most effect- cause
>' F o r S a l e — As I A m P l a n n i n g T o Go
lve blow at the enemy.
j There were delegations of ladies
| South. 1 offer for sab1 my house on1
[ Highland Ave.. at a moderate price
Registration Day will probably be from Caribou, Presque Isle and Fort
! Hot waiter heating, elertrw lights and
declared a special holiday by Cover- ; Kalrfiold present to hear Mr. Nutter,
I nil other modern improvemamfs, and
A more detailed account of Tues
nor Milliken In order that every faeil' iti good neighborhood.
Inquire ot
i Mr;,. Georgi1 Aulier. on promises,
ty may be givfen for registration. The day’s meeting will be given in our next
j
19ft
places ordinarily used for voting on issue.
Purity Qiv#« Power
There are still many persons in the
w orld that need to be impressed with
the fact that the purer the blood is
the greater is the power of the system
to remove disease and the less the
la b ility to con tret it. Persons whose
blood is in good condition are much
less likely to take cold or to be long
troubled with it, or to catch any con
tagious or infectious disease, than are
those whose blood is impure and there
fore impoverished and lacking in vi
tality. The best medicine for purify
ing the blood is Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
and persons suffering from any blood
disease or want of tone in the system
are urged to give this medicine a trial.
It is especially useful at this time of

or will, reach that age during the year
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OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

SCHOOL DEBATE

POST OFFICE BOWLERS
MEET THEIR WATERLOO

BE READY TO REGISTER

HOULTON CAMP FIRE GIRLS

MEMORIAL DAY SERVICES

AT THE DREAM THEATRE

IRED

CROSS DIRECTOR HERE

Announcement

election day will be used by the regis
tration officer and, unless special ar
rangements are made for registration
elsewhere, men will register in the
ward rooms where . they ordinarily
cast their ballots on election day.
Every man must register if he has
come to the age of twenty-one years

Cut This Out- -It Is Worth Money
DON'T MINS THIS. Cut out this slip
enlose with f>c to Foley A Co., 2885 Mudfif l<
A ve., Chicago, 111, writing your name and:
address clearly. You wiil receive in return \
a trial package containing Foley’s Honey and
Tar Compound for coughs, cold and croup :
Foley Kidney Pi'ls, and Foley Cathartic
Tablets. ,Sold Every wnere.

H ou lton ’s Clean-Up W e e k
---- - May 21 to May 26 inclusive

Straighten up fences,

Oakland Eight
— For those who want a big seven-passen
ger car, Oakland Fight offers the utmost in speed, pulling power
and luxurious riding comfort. It has that look of styie and
distinction— and its lightness and efficiency make i s mainte
nance unusually economical for a car so large and luxurious.

into

OUTDOORS

CHILDREN
Encourage the children to pick up in the yards and playgrounds.
ward those that do so.

Re

N O T IC E
A Public Dump is provided to take
owners are expected to deliver their
pense. Those who cannot afford to
teams of the Highway Department will
All Rubbish must be ready Friday
at the edge of street in front of the
loaded into carts.

Power and beauty and roominess are added :a
generous; measure, yet the new Sensible Six weighs
but little more than its predecessor. Refinements
have conserved and emphasized its lightness with
great strength— its fuel and tire economy— its
more than sensible operating cost.

Barrels,

Put all waste

Gather Rubbish, Cans, Old Papers,Rags, Ashes.
Repair W alks, Sow Grass Seed.

T h e w h ee lb a s e is lon ge r. T h e b o d y is b ig g e r
and m ore c o m fo r ta b le . Skillful d e sig n in g has
refined the valve-in-head motor into one of high
speed type, which without a n y increase in size de
velops full forty-one horse power at 2 500 r. p. m.
Riding quality is greatly improved by the use of
long, semi-elliptic springs and the use of larger tires.

And the price of the new Oakland Six,
is also
sensible; — doubly so when measured against the
betterments and improvements which add tremend
ously to the comfort, convenience, and value of
the car.

INDOORS
Start In the Attic, finish in the cel lar.
ready to he hauled away.

B ig g e r , b e t t e r and m o re refined is th e n e w
m o d e l 34— O a k la n d Sensible S ix .

care of the waste and all property
waste at the Dump at their own ex
have their waste hauled away, the
serve on May 25th and 26th.
morning, in the proper receptacles
premises where they may be easily

Fire and Building Inspectors will look after Alleys and Back Yards in
the Business Section.

Frank A. Peabody
Howard Webb
Robert M. Lawlis
Selectmen of Houlton

T. P. WATSON, Agent
H o u lto n a n d V ic in it y

! Collections— Every
Day That You
neg loot to send us your obi accounts
I you an1 losing money. Many of the
; Merchants in town alromiy have plac
ed their accounts with us and are re( reiving their monev.
We are un
i doubtedl/ collecting from stum1 of your
j debtors and you are contented to let
i the other fellow get the cream. Why
i not semi us those accounts now and
i in a few days we will be sending you
a check.
The New England Mercan1tile Agency, Hamilton A
Burnham
j Block.
No Collection. No Costs,
j 21tf
j Farm For Sale— My Homestead Farm

I of 200 acres, in Sebee. Good build
ings; good well of water in the
yard.
Beautiful shade trees, and
1view. Large bam and stable: farm
ing tools; 35 tons of hay in the bam.
50 acres smooth mowing fields; in
good state of cultivation.
7 acres
dressed and prepared for spring
planting.
600 sap trees with house
and equipment.
Shed full of dry,
hard wood and 10 cords of four-foot
wood in the yard. Plenty of pastur
ing. with water.
100 acres
of
woodland, both hard and soft.
Or
chard that will produce 100 barrels a
year, of salable winter fruit.
Loca
ted l 1,^ miles from village; 3 miles
from railroad station; on It. F 1)
route and telephone line.
Price
reasonable.
For particular-; inquire
of T. A Ball, Sebee, Maim1.
319

CARD OF T H A N K S
We wi-h to t hank our neighbors
am) friends. 11m Order o'
Eastern
star and Houlton Grange lor Dudr
kimirm-s ami (!ora! offerin'.' : <1urine
our r<- ''at h•1ri1;|veinenl.
W. H. Slocum
Mis s Gnmo

Sl um m

M r. ami Mi- I !• ur\ Jnrda
Mr. and Mrs Frink Jordan
Miss Mvrtlr Jordan
31 p

f a Pi't-vi'i'i mat oo'soiuaii
1towels clogged with waste matt- r poison
the whole s\ - t o n.
F -By ( ChillI h1 Tablets
work gently bn' sureh ; do not gripe nor

cause nausea. Ihvoniinend'd tor indigestion,
constipation, sick headache, bloating, hilr usness, sour stoma' ll, gas on stomach, coated
tongue, bad breath or other conditions caused
by disordered digestion.
Sold F.vep where.

HOULTON TIMES,
------------- ---- -----------------------——
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Two members of the Scotch High NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Geo. McIntyre who is employed in
landers now at Fredericton preparing
one of the munition factories at
Whereas Allen W. Smith of Mars
for over seas duty were visiting in Hill, in the County of Aroostook, and Bridgeport, Conn., returned to his
Houlton Friday. They attracted con- State of Maine, by his mortgage deed home in this town, Wednesday for a
morning.
side-able attention dressed in the dated the fourth day of April, One visit with his family.
A d v tg .
See the Kllglare Glasses at Osgoods
Thousand Nine Hundred and Six
regulation kilts.
teen, and recorded in the Aroostook
Levi H. Gary of Caribou, a former
land County Registry of Deeds, Book 289,
Special Goggles for Potato Planters 1 Miss Louise Hacker, Ft. P^airfield. ! The last of the prominent
'efficient and popular Sheriff of Aroos
use at Osgoods.
I was visiting Houlton friends, Thurs- marks on the Titeomb flat, known as Page 18, conveyed to it. the under
took, was calling on Houlton friends,
j the
sawdust house was torn down signed, a certain parcel of real estate
Dr. Aaron Fulton, Blaine, was in day.
Friday. He was given a glad wel
1
Thursday.
A few years ago it was a situated in the town of Mars Hill, in
Houlton on business, Monday.
j When thirsty drink Maple Spring
said Aroostook County, bounded and
come by his former friends and ac
Everyone is coming to Houlton, on 1water. Refreshing and beneficial to |resort of questionable character and described as follows;
quaintances.
’ ^" ***• ■*- .T*
has caused the Sheriffs department
health.
The following described land and
June 20th is the date set for the July 4 to celebrate.
cons
derable
trouble.
premise's situated in the town of Mars
Harold Mcllroy has accepted a posi
Guy C. Porter, went to Augusta, on
big gathering of Odd Fellows and
Hill. Aroostook County, Maine, located
tion with A. M. Stackpole, BridgeMonday,
on
business.
on the Easterly side of Silver Street,
•Canton in this town. This should
water.
Fresh Haddock, Cod, Halibut, and
so-called, adjoining and lying on the
!
MRS HERBERT SLOCUM
prove a gala day for Houlton with the
Jake Wise wants 15 more men to
Westerly side of the lot of land owned
Salmon fresh every day at Riley's
,
Mrs.
Herbert
Slocum
died,
Tuesday,
several
bands, patriotic demonstra
and occupied by John ( ’. Clark, bound
cut cord wood, good chance with big
market
; after an illness of several months with ed as follows, to wit:
tions, etc., planned by the Committee.
Philo Reed, Ft. Fairfield, was in wages.
‘ tuberculosis of the lungs. The de
Beginning at the Northwesterly cor
This event will positively take place
J. H. Dougherty and wife returned ceased was 31 years of age.
Houlton on business, Monday.
ner of the aforesaid John C. Clark
rain or shine.
When the rains wash refuse into home, Wednesday, from a trip to I Mrs. Slocum was the daughter of lot, thence northwesterly on the same
course with the said Clark's wester
the local water supply, Drink Maple Washington. D. (\
1Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Jordan of this
ly line being a continuation of said
Anyone wanting soft wood, can get
Spring Water.
j town, and was a favorite among Clark's line forty-two (42) feet, thence
. OF STENOGRAPHERS
Mrs. A. P. Kinney, Westfield, was it by telephoning Robt. T. Peabody, j friends and associates. She was a Easterly and parallel with said Clark's
The Houlton Business College has visiting in town, Thursday.
809-14.
! graduate of the Houlton High sf-hool. northwesterly line sixty-seven (67)
l* e n asked to co-operate in furnish
feet to a stake, thence southerly and
Lieut Hector Carpenter of Co. L
For all kinds of house painting and
She leaves a husband and one child parallel with the first line described
in g 5000 stenographers to the Coun paper hanging, telephone Joseph W. 2nd Maine Infantry, was in town a
to mourn her departure.
forty-two (42) feet to the line of the
c il for National Defense. These sten Conlogue, 114-3.
few days last week.
Funeral services were held Thurs aforesaid Clark lot, thence westerly
ographers of both sexes are to be moOn and after Saturday, May, 4 the
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Wibberly went
day afternoon, Rev. Mr Thompson of along the line of the said Clark lot
HlllMd for Government service.
Banks
will close for the day at noon,
sixty-seven (67) feet to the place of
to Bangor, Monday, for a short visit.
the Presbyterian church officiating.
beginning.
It is stated that stenographers un
during
the
summer.
Don’t bother to oil your Harness
The above described premises are
der this enrollment will not find it but take it to Huggard Brothers,
Dr. Roy F. Good of Woodland, was
C le a n in g 1
the same now or formerly occupied
Imperative to pass the Civil Service where they will be attended to visiting friends intown, Saturday.
RESOLUTIONS
by said A. W. Smith for a store house
P r e s s in g
examinations, although it would be promptly.
The
Aroostook
County Sunday and is what was formerly known as
When the water supply Is low be
a
part
of
the
B.
F.
Jones
Mill
Lot,
be
deslrehle tor them to do so whenever
School
Association
in
convention
at
sure
and
drink
Maple
Spring
water
Rev. Mr. Sanders went to Patten,
R e p a irin g
possible.
supplied by M. L. DeWitt, West- the Methodist Episcopal Church, Ft. ing the same conveyed to said Smith
Monday on a business trip.
by John E. Mahan, December 11, 1912
This school has recently received
Fairfield, May 16-17, 1917, begs to
Begin to make your plans to Cel field.
as recorded in Vol. 267, page 248 of
There’s something for you to
letters from the great transportation ebrate at Honlton, July 4. Will tell
present
the following resolutions.
Mrs. J. B. McMann went to Bangor
the Aroostook Registry of Deeds.
companies, asking tor stenographers. yon all about it later.
Whereas we deplore the various Reference to which deed and prior
gain by doing so.
on Monday.
deeds is made for a more perfect and
These appeals Indicate the neces
forms
of
Sabbath
desecration
now
so
The
ladies
of
the
Congregational
Hon. Byron Boyd, Augusta, was do
complete description.
sity of mobilising the young men and ing business in Houlton, Monday.
Church will serve a public supper on prevalent, and that we recommend to
Unexcelled Service with our
And whereas the condition of said
women of our country for National
Why wait for the other fellow to Wednesday, May 23, from 5.30 to 7. our Sunday Schools strict loyalty to mortgage has be°n broken;
defense along commercial lines, which send It away.
Now therefore by reason of tin*
their schools throughout the year.
H O F F -M A N N
Have your Repairs at the vestry,
we begin to realise is the line of de done here same day by Osgood.
Resolved, that we pledge our sup breach of the condition thereof the
Mrs. Louis Dalton and Mrs. Frank
said The Walter A. Wood Mowing
j
fense that must furnish strength to
Edmond T. Mercier has been con O’Brien were passengers for Boston, port to Sheriff Dunn in his efforts to Reaping Machine Co., claims a fore- ]
the men behind the guns.
I fined to his room a few days by ill Monday evening.
secure the enforcement of the laws closure of said mortgage.
|
Wedding rings all styles in stock in regard to the use of intoxicating
Dated May 21, 1917.
ness.
liquors, and Sunday observance.
TH E W A LTE R A. WOOD MOWING
The Clerk of Courts, Town Clerk, and to order at Osgoods.
& REAPING MACHINE CO.
Respectfully submitted,
Dr.
Geo.
Q.
Nickerson
went
to
Bos
Register of Probate, and Register of
By MAC RICE E. ROSEN,
Rev.
N.
H.
Bishop
ton,
Monday
evening,
for
a
short
visit
Frisbie Block
flatned 15 Pounds By Taking Vinol Deeds will close their offices Satur Lobsters are received alive at the
Its attorney
Mrs. I1. Whitney
days at noon, during May, June, July
thereunto du!v authorized
Norfolk, Va.— “I suffered from norRev. N. B. Akerman
Riley Brothers Fish Market.
and August.
321
vousaess, had no appetite and was very
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. White were pas
L. H. Powers and wife went to
thin. Nothing I took seemed to help m»*
until ono day a friend told me about Montreal, Thursday, to attend the dog sengers on Monday evening's train
Vinol. I have now taken six bottles and show. Mr. Powers has a few of the to Boston.
have gained fifteen pounds; have a good
The Rent Receipt Books made at
prize winners from his kennels there.
appetite and can oat anything.”— M a t 
the
TIMES office contains a receipt
It is a great convenience to get
t e r DsNViiro, Norfolk, va.
Vinol is a constitutional remedy Typewriter Ribbons at the TIMES and notice to quit Call and see ihem
with Hs formula oa every bottle. It
Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn, daughter and
office and save the bother of send*-#
creates an appetite, aids digestion and
nurse
went to Brookline, Wednesday,
Ribbons for all
makes pure, healthy blood. Try it on away for them.
to
visit
her mother, Mrs.
Mattie
makes of machines.
our guarantee.
Powers.
Walter Yetton, who has been in
T h e H a th e w a y D ru g Co..
Houlton
Tourmalines and other Maine Gems
charge of the Singer Sewing Mach
at Osgoods.
K IR THROAT AND LUNGS ine Company’s office in this town, has The Classified columns of the
•rcaaoiN covghs a s d co iw
returned to Caribou where he was
TIMES are very
productive when
formerly located
Help is wanted, articles lost or found
The well-known Irving-Pitt Loose agents wanted, small sale ads, or
Leaf Binders, Ring Binders, Price anything else.
Books, etc., can be obtained at the
The ball game advertised to take
TIMES office.
place between R. C. 1. and H. H. S.
Tuesday, did not materialize.
The
difference's between the schools were
uot satisfactorily adjusted so tin* game
7f
"A*
P
was not started.
Christian Science* Services held each
Sunday at 11 a. m., Siucock hall. May
T he greatest Throat and Lung Remedy, W o i KS l i k e Oil o i l j 27th, subject, ".Soul and Body." On
Prof. H. C. Libby of Colby College
addrorsed tbe students of R. C. I- and
Houlton
High
School,
Thursday

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T
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RECRUITING ARMY

Test the Three
Branches ot Our
Business

mm

S a n it a r y
C le a n e r

W . B. Drysdale

girl

Eckm an’s
Alterative

Oil

Your

Throat

and

Lungs

with

B a lla rd ’s Golden Oil

vv

B e

iw mot
S u i

m achinery, quickly and surely.
No Opiates or alcohol; tho ,irst Wednesday evening of each
'month at 7.3u., atestimonial meeting
pleasant to take.
Guaranteed and sold by all dealers in is held. All are welcome
m edicine. 25 and 50c bottles.
The pretty and fascinating Ope

C O N D IT IO N

REPORT

retta," Princess Chrys-inthemum,” will
he presented by tin* Sth Grade pupiL
of the Central building, at the Opera
House. June the eighth. The pupils
have been working diligently for this
production under flu* efficient dine
tion of Miss Pride. It is a tuneful
composition and the pupils are hand
ling
it
most satisfactorily.
You
should plan to attend this event.

OF

HOULTON TRUST COMPANY
MAY

14,

1917

ASSETS
$

Real Estate Mortgages
Time and Demand Loans
Bonds
Trust Department
Due from other Banks
Due from Reserve Agents
Drafts, for collection
Vaults and Fixtures
Cash on hand and cash items

485,985
969,487
196,215
9,902
115,678
120,561
07,997

85
39
37
OI
02
28
06

W. B. Drysdale has recently had in
stalled at his work room an up-todate
Hoffman sanitary cleanser and press |
er. This machine presents the last
word in the sanitary pressing and
cleansing of clothes. With a special
vacuum attachment the operator is
able to draw all loose dirt, from the
cloth before pressing the garment;
then scientifically treat with hot, dry
steam which sterilizes it and renders
the oldest suit like new. In the press
ing there is no scorching, burning or
glossing of the cloth and the creases
are lasting, of a uniform finish and
perfect shape.
The
work is done
rapidly by the Hoffman presser, and
is done while you wait. The public
is invited to call arid see how the
machine works.

Charged off

57,850 28
$2,023,677 26

LIABILITIES
$

Capital
Surplus
Undivided Profits
Savings Deposits
Demand Deposits
Certificates of Deposit
Trust Deposit
Accrued Interest
Dividends Unpaid

92,900
35,000
67,796
1,053,294
626,130
124,122
9,902
13 500
1,032

00
oo
11
12
51
01
OI
00
50

$2,023,677 26
O F F IC E R S
Ora Gilpatrick, Pfes.
James K. Plummer, Vice-Pres.
W ilford Fullerton, Treasurer

w A

"

Even if it cost you good money to
have an expert test your battery
regularly, you’d have it done, just to be
sure that it wouldn’t suddenly quit
cold.
But for the asking at the Willard
Service Station, you can get a Willard
Service Card that entitles you to semi
monthly hydrometer tests by our bat

tery experts. And the hydrometer test
is the best insurance against battery
trouble.
If you. do run into trouble, however,
we can do your repair job r i g h t , and— no
matter what make or model of car—we
have a rental battery for your use while
the work is being done.
Come in at once for a Service Card—
then use it regularly.

H. M. CATES A SON
HOULTON. MAINE

j

H ard W ork F or Women

j

It is doubtful if there is any work harder
; than housework.
Overwork tells on the
; kidneys, and when the kidneys are affected
one looks and feels older than the actual
; years. Mrs. A. G. Wells, R. R. r>, Roeky
j Mount, N. 0., writes : " [ cannot praise Foley
Kidney Pills enoir.di for the wonderful benefit
<•I have derived." Sold Fverywdiere.

STORAGE
BATTERY

SPECI AL SALE
---------------------- O F

100 Brand N e w S i l k
Dresses, just purchased
from one of the largest
manufacturers at a sav
ing ol

33V pep cent

Unusual Values

O n e lo t

A m o n e y -s a v in g
a d v a n ta g e

$8.95

W e

p o s itiv e ly

a s a v i n g o f $ 5 .0 0 to

You generally pay $15.00
for Dresses ol this quality

on e v e ry G a rm e n t.
$

1

0

. 9

5

$6.95

g u a ra n te e
$ 7 .5 0
T h is

lo t

in c lu d e s

m any

d r e s s e s t h a t s e ll r e g u la r ly
a t $10 to $ 1 2 50

You may never again be presented with an opportunity to buy good quality Silk Dresses in such new styles at prices
— —— —— —

------------------------------------ so far below actual v a lu e ---------------------------------- -----------------------------

McLEOD’S GARMENT STORE
D. P. McLeod

5 6 M AIN S T .

Second Floor

HOULTON TIMES.

States Government
3 1-2 P e r Cent.

United

“ LIB E R T Y
Dated June 15 1917
W

LOAN”

Due June 15» 1947- R**k*»iable at par after June l.\ 1932.
$100, $500, $1000, $5,000, , 10,00 >, $*>,000 and $100,030.

The United State* Government agrees to exchange these Bonds into Bonds
bearing higher rate of interest shonld any be issued before the end of the war.
PAYMENTS MAY BE MADE BY INSTALLMENTS
Send your subscriptions to us and we will handle them without commission or
profit.

BOND DEPARTMENT

TRUST

M E R R I L L

BANGOR,

COMPANY

MAINE.

{
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FAIR PLAY ON WAR TAXES

How the Federal government can
prevent excessive war profits, apd
yet be just to all industries, has been
explained to the War and Navy De
Capital is always timid. Investors partments by the British commission
are always fearful that something will sent here to help this country to avoid
happen. They see the clouds,
but the mistakes made by England at the
have prepared a chart showing how the pro
they do not know that there is such beginning of the war The Commis
sion
has
explained
that
tinder
an
a thing as a silver lining.
posed new Income Tax B ill reported by the Wavs
According to all precedents, we amendment to the Defense of the
arid Means Committee o f the House of Congress affects
ought to be on the eve of a tremen- Realm of the Act. adopted last year,
dous era of prosperity. W e are going the British government has authority
incomes ranging from £3,000 to 83,000.000, . . . .
into a great war on a wholesale scale. to requisition the output of any factory
W e lent a couple of billion dollars to in the country. The government re
the Allies, and they spent it and a quires every manufacturer engaged
A copy of this proposed income tax schedule will be
good deal more in buying munitions in making government supplies to sub
sent upon request for Chart H. T. 1 1 4 .
mit his cost of production. Based up
and supplies in this country.
on
this
cost,
a
fair
profit
is
fixed.
These enormous expenditures chang
ed our feeling of gloom and depres Millions were lost before this system
sion, at the begining of the war two was adopted. Millions will be lost in
and a half years ago, into one of the this country unless a similar cost ac
OF B O S T O N
greatest optimism because factories counting system is adopted. Edward
N.
Hurley,
when
chairman
of
the
were busy, everybody employed, wages
high and surpluses and dividendsin- Federal Trade Commission, introduc
ed the cost accounting system to the
New Yofl- Office
creased.
National City Bank Buildine
Now the Government is about to business world, and to the government.
spendtfSeven billion dollars, that is, it He should be recalled from private
is to make enormous loans abroad and life to apply the system to all war
con
the money is to be turned in to us supplies. Otherwise, patriotic
for more munitions and supplies, cerns, offering to eliminate all war
which means a still greater demand profits, will be made the victim of
on our industries and probably high others who insist on large profits. The
er wages and higher prices all around. producers of raw materials, for in
W e have never known a period of stance, might find that they are mere
inflation and high prices generally ly playing into the hands of concerns
which was not reflected in a booming that turn out the finished product, the
latter pocketing what the raw ma
stock market. Just as soon as this
terial producers surrender.
Profits
impression gets out, the bears will must he permitted as an incentive to
run to cover and those who have been increased production. There is no
Good health and a good job may not always be with you.
trying to unload their securities will other way to encourage production.
There should be a uniform system,
Sickness or misfortune may overtake you at any time.
be hunting for fresh bargains.
which will protect the patriotic from
Of course, a good deal depends on
the unpatriotic, and assure fair prices
Then what? Protect yourself against just such emergencies by
the crop outlook and on some unex to the government, and justice to in
having a bank account.
pected incident, like the shelling of dustry. This is the definite advice
one of our ports, or the sinking of of the British commission and it is
Bank with us.
based on England’s experience. In
one of our battleships by the Germans,
cidentally, England’s taxation system
Dividends at the rate of 4 per cent., per annum have been
an invasion of Mexico or some of the
is much more equitable than the one
other things that may happen in war, proposed in this country, although
paid for the past eight years.
but these will not lessen the Govern England is up to the neck in war.
energy
is
encouraged
ment's output of money nor handicap Productive
there, and it should be encouraged
any industry in sight.
here.
Give us a good crop year, at the

THE NATIONAL CITY COMPANY.

10 State Street
Boston

5000 Shares

MODYEAR TIRE AND RUDDER COMPANY
7i C um ulative Preferred Stock
Price 107. yielding

6 .5 4

^

Tax free in Ohio, Connecticut and New Hampshire
Free of Normal U. S. Income Tax.
Callable after Jan., 1918, at 112 and accrued dividend.
Preferred as to assets and dividends.
Assets about $200 for each preferred share.
One of the largest rubber manufacturers.
Net eRumings. Oct 31,1916, $7,003,330.
Net earnings over 4 times preferred dividend.
Sinking Fund begins October l, 1917.
Price subject to change.
Full descriptive circular on request.

C. E. DENISON & CO.
4 Post

a

Office S q u are

*

BOSTON

The Methods of Investment Houses
in purchasing securities they offer to the
public are such as to warrant confidence
and to assure all possible protection.
Efficient engineers, accountants, statis
t ic a l, lawyers and bankers examine
with the utmost care the past record, the
present condition and the future pros
pects o f corporations whose securities
they recommend for investment,

William P. Bonbright & Co.
Incorporated

Shawm lit Bank Building, Boston
N EW YORK

PH ILA D ELPH IA
William P. Bonbright & Co.
LONDON

!|

CHICAGO
DETROIT
Bonbright & Co.
PARIS

Representative, 164 Ceder Street, Bangor
Harold P. Marsh, Renre

FAIRVIEW CAMPS
SHIN POND
R igh t in the heart o f the Fishing Country.

E xcellent T ro u t and Land-lock ed Salm on fishing in
lakes rarely ever fished by others than Cam p Guests.

FAIRVIEW CAMPS are fam ou s fo r the excellence of
their E quipm ent and fo r the exceptional service ac
corded their Guests.

SEPARATE CABINS with open fire pi aces for parties
w ho desire the privacy o f home.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS to w eek-end parties
R ates $2.00 per day.
F o r the tired and fa gg ed -o u t m an or wom an, no bet
ter place in M aine can be found.
Telephone Connection from all points.
Guests met
at the m ain traveled road by m otor boat.

EDWIN H. FOWLER, Prop.

P. O., PATTEN, ME.

fancy prices now
of

prevailing, plenty

money and plenty of work

and

everybody will have a bank account
and an automobile. “ Smoke up!’’

THE GREAT WAR LOAN

For the time being both stock and ‘I Feel Just Like a New M an,” He
necessity in making investments today.
Declares A fte r T akin g New Tanbond markets are kept in a state of
W e have entereci a critical period in the his
watchful waiting by the impending
lac
tory of our country and in the investment markets, when dis
government loan, and prices of the
crimination in purchasing sucurities is of tremendous im
most active corporation bonds have
“ 1 feel just like a new man.”
portance. The 6 <£ Cumulative Preferred Stock of a carefully
declined. The advice of financiers
managed s,nd successful public utility— on account of its lo
generally, that instead of offering the
This was the way James Dunham,
cation in the Middle West— offers a conservative investment
entire $7,000,000,009 bonds and notes farm hand of North Bangor, Maine
in the present times of international complications.
for subscription at once, the bonds be began a story that will interest hund
issued in installments of, say, $1,000,- reds of workers here. It was another
Circular on request
000,000 each, is conservative and is of the stories that have made Tanlac
likely to be followed. This plan is the most popular medicine in
the
calculated not to •ufiie the financial world, and in those seven words Mr
situation, Everybody -bankers, brok Inmham has given enough real infer
I N V I i S T M KNT S l - X T R IT IKS
ers and investors b reaf y to take i mat ion io nil a page.
care of the big bom issi ; am
no
:t,)nuich tvo ihh
"1 Mlffe red with
7s Kx c h a r g e Si feet
I’t > R T L A X I ) , M A I X K
doubt it will be pro mfitly ili)S( rbed. and gas wamid rise from my m o ) me
*
leiepnoine
i
The pat riot ism of 1he p ■opl ' has been so bad at limes that I vms force d t
so aroused that man.' it i sail , are stop what ever I was doi tg to ge p
saeritiing railroad ai d in< u stri il is lief. I V, as constantly ! othered w it • W n M U W V IM rY U M U M W R W W Y V m U M W 'h'VVW IVtW VtW 'lW W W W W *
sue;' and will invest i n the b uuf am! pains a fit t eating. .Vote 1 ol’ my l'<l()
accept the low ral e of if fort
as t hen- .-eemi d i i digesteo it ribution to the mi t i<>tr s-: V. ell'i re in
"Short l\
* after eating [ would fe.
this
crisis.
Name n us
f;m trial several intups in my ste marh at d ;
houses have offered f < h u die the short
time afterwards hot
ga sse
bonds without prof'll ! (. i U insi •Ives. v. on hi sta rt to c oming iip. often a<
and not a few eapit ill ms a id fi mis <ompaniet by burning hile.
have announced their intent ion t<) buy
was convinced by friends tha
enormous amounts.
your Tanl uc would do me gOOll. M)
Our latest previous war loan that bought a bottle.
of 1N9N, $200,000,(111(1
pel i ('lit
20“ Before I had finished this (me hot
Is guaranteed t<> give you .’>L<yo nioiv mileage, prevent
year bonds, issued at 1>ar, ii de nom tie I was further eon vine ed that rail
ing formation of carbon.
I destroys the carbon in the
illations as low as $20 \va s over- hie would do all they hat claimed fo
subscribed 7 times. .Sirice that date it. and a yrreat deal more
cylinder.-', absolutely non-injun’oux, and is a perfect
the wealth of the country has vastly
” 1 have finished that bottle and sev
solvent. bi l l keep your spark plugs clean.
increased and an issue of $.7,000,(100,00(1 eral others now and my stomach has
of bonds would tie only 5 per eent. of never been in better shape than it is
the amount of this increase. But the now. On the whole I feel just like a
A dies are expected to pay interest on new person.
K e lly -S p r in g 'fle ld T ir e s G uai an teed 6ooo miles
$.!,000,000,000, and so the enhanced
"All traces of my ailments have dis
M ic h e lin T ir e s a n d T u b es
bond interest charge would add only appeared. I am no longer bothered
10 per cent., to the government's an with those terrible pains after eat
nual expenditure. The loan, there ing, the gas has disappeared and I en
T-'R
4
fore, should not he regarded as a joy my meals more now than I have
heavy weight on the country’s re in several years.
sources.
"Tanlac has done me a world of good
The more quickly the loan is dis and I take great pleasure in recom
posed of the sooner will normal con mending it to anyone who is suffering
Dealer
ditions be resumed in the regular bond with stomach trouble.
market.
If
the
latter’s dullness
Tanlac now is being specially in
H OULTON,
brings about bargain prices, shrewd troduced in Houlton at the Hathaway
investors will be, swift to avail them Drug Store.
selves of their chances.

GAS T I N E

SOLD WITH A MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 100 TABLETS $1.00

rrank
Sincock

ME.

On One Condition.
“ Could you lovo me, darling?” he
whispered, with a tender, pleading
look in his eyes, “ if I had only one
coat to my buck?” “ I could,” she re
plied, softly, as she nestled in the
great, strong arms of her lover, “ if 1
knew you had sacrificed the others to
buy me a new dress.”

Accepted Business Practice
It is now accepted business practice to consider paid 1
checks returned from the bank as receipts— thus saving
time and postage.

By Using Drink
or Drugs

Are you paying by check, the safe, economic and easy

IT REMOVES CAUSE in a few
Days by eliminating the poisons.
It soon “ builds up" the system, re
stores the natural appetite, ability to
sleep and NORMAL mental and physi
cal conditions.
For full information call, write or
phone the

Houlton Trust Co.
Ho ulton,Maine

WEEKS

I

“Everything
Lost”

Your Checking Account is Cordially Invited,

CAUTION isa

HORNBLOWER &

Neal Treatment
Restores

way?

SEVEN WORDS ARE
FULL OF MEANING,
SAYS THIS FARMER

Telephone

(D ay

or

N ig h t)

M ade in Aroostook for A r o o s t o o k F a r m e r y

McAtee Horse Hoe
.

*•
'
V: ' "J. ’ ■*.V..y . ; J t.i\ ' c '
'- j

A.

-/ .

N o t e — T h e d r i v e r 's s e a t is b e h in d th e H o e s o t h a t h e c a n s e e
l i o w w o r k is b e in g d o n e . C a ll a n d s e e t h is A r o o s t o o k P r o d u c t

4216

THE NEAL INSTITUTE
166 Pleasant Ave.
PORTLAND,

i

M A IN E

| James S. Peabody.

Houlton, M aine I

■ M l
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STATE OF M AINE
BANKING DEPARTMENT
A*tlSta, Bfty 10. 1017

Tax Notice

A l l 1910 taxes rem aining unpaid
M
a y 1 s t I sh all issue w arrants
Notice havlAS M en Elren the un
dersigned UWftt H. W . Grinnell, T. T. 'a g a in s ts a id delinquents and enforce
Michaud, J i E l D. Thibodeau. T. A. |paym ent of same. 12 per cent inter
St. John, m C. Frailer, H. W . Nadeau est is added from J a n ’y 1st, 1917. I
Fred Z* Michaud, P. A. Roy and Fred
! cannot be lenient any longer,
E. Mldhsud.
\V. E. S W K T T .
Intend to organise a trust company i
Collector & Constable
under the provisions of Chapter 52,
Sec. <3 to 07, Revised Statutes, to be
known as the Farmors Trust Company
and to be located at Fort Kent, in the
county of Aroostook, State of Maine.
Legends of the Palm.
It Is ordered that public notice of
Of the many legends symbolizing the
said Intention be given by publishing
a copy of this order opce a week, for palm, possibly that in which it is em
tim e successive weeks in the Ash- ployed as the sign of victory is the
Gaiette, and
the
Aroostook most universal. Among the ancients
ies, a newspaper published in said the victorious hosts announced their
■took County, and that, Monday successes to their home cities by run
tl|| Fourth day of June, at 4.30 o’clock ners bearing leaves of palm.
And
In the afternoon, and the Municipal
when
these
hosts
returned
to
their
Coturt Room In said Fort Kent be died
as the time and place when and where towns they were received with palms
all persons interested in the subject borne by people of all ages. The palm
matter thereof shall be given a pub is frequently mentioned in the Bible
lic hearing.
as “This thy statue is like to a palm
tree,” Song 7-7, and Jericho is called
IR VING E. VER N O N,
Bank Commissioner the “city of palm trees.” Deut. 34-3.
320

TH E NA T ION IS SHOCKING 
LY UN PR EPAR ED .

It is apparent that we are
shockingly unprepared. There Is
no room for controversy on this
point since the object lesson on
the Mexican border.
All our
available regular troops (less, I
believe, than 40,000) are there
or In Mexico, and as thc-e have
been deemed insmiioieni the en
tire national guard lias been or
dered out. That is. we are sum
moning practic al!v all our mov
able military forces in order to
prevent bandit incursions.
In
view of the warnings of the past
three years, it is inexcusable
that we should find ourselves In
this plighi.
For our faithful
guardsmen, who with a fine pa
triotism responded to this call
and are bearing this burden, I
have nothing but praise. But I
think it little short of absurd
that we should be compelled to
call men from their shops, their
factories, their offices and their
professions for such a purpose.
This, howejgr, is not all. The
units of the national guard were
at peace strength, which was
only about one-half the required
strength. It was necessary to
bring in recruits, for the most
part raw and untrained. Only a
small percentage of the regiments
recruited up to war strength will
have had even a year’s training
in the national guard, which at
the maximum means a hun
dred hours of military drill, and,
on the average, means much less.
Men fresh from their peaceful
employments and physically un
prepared have been hurried to
the border for actual service.
They were without proper equip
ment, without necessary sup
plies; suitable conditions of trans
portation were not provided. Men
with dependent families were
sent, and conditions which should
have been well known were dis
covered after the event. And
yet the exigency, comparatively
speaking, was not a very grave
one. It involved nothing that
could not readily have been fore
seen during the past three years
of disturl>ance and required only
a modest talent for organization.
That this administration while
pursuing Its course in Mexico
should have permitted such con
ditions to exist Is almost in
credible—From
Mr.
Hughes’
Speech of Acceptance.

JL

i e i.syx
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Snap, Flexibility
and Convenience
Here is a new type of roadster.
It combines the advantages of the touring car
with characteristic roadster snap and style.
It affords abundant room for four people.
A generous baggage compartment under the
rear deck takes care of luggage and parcels. It is
dust and^ water-proof— and accessible from with in
the car with tbe top either up or down.
This new body so advanced in design, and so
comfortable, is mounted on the famous Cole
Eight chassis.
It skims along at 60 miles an hour or creeps
silently at a walking pace— with no change of gears. f

Cole upholstery, Cole springs and Cole conitruo^
tion give a wonderful riding ease.
Let us take you for a spin
Tuxedo Roadster. You’ll enjoy

in the Cole
It.

HOPKINS BROTHERS-__ County

T P WATSON■South

Elght^

Dealers.

PR IC ES
Seven Passenger Cole Eight
Touring Car
. . . $1799
Four Passenger Cole Eight
Road* ter
. . . $1799
Four Pas&enger Cole-Springfield Tourcoup6
. . $2399
Seven Passenger Four-Door
Toursndan . . . .
$3499

Piicet f. o. b. factory
Subject to chaaco without aodco

of B rid g ew ater

Cole M otor C ar Com pany
Indianapolis, U. S. A.

U iS
Sunshine and Shadows.

“Keep your face always toward the
sunshine, and the shadows will fall
behind you.”—M. IF Whitman.

Y

O U have probably seen some ot
our men ‘ ‘ demonstrating’ * in the
stores how w e toast the tobacco fo r
Lucky Strike cigarettes.
It is one o f the most interesting
little glimpses you have ever had ot
a new manufacturing idea.
H e re ’s what they d o :
T h e y put a handful o f L u ck y
Strike tobacco into a small pan and
offer you this to sniff the fragrance.
T h en they toast the tobacco over
a flame and again offer it to you Y ou notice at once how the*
flavor is brought out and increased
by this toasting.
You ow e the delicious new L u c k y
Strike Cigarettes to our developm ent
o f this simple idea. W e found thattoasting not only improves flavor i a>
you have actually noticed) but; by
our process it seals in this flavor and
delivers it to you fresh in thecigarette.
T h e result is wonderful
because the tobacco—

Please cut me a piece!
Mother made this cake with
W il l ia m Te ll Fl o u r *

DK\SY

oasted
If your dealer does not
carry them, send $1 for
a carton o f 10 pack 
ages to The A m erican

Copyright by The American Tobacco Company, Inc... 191* ■

J

OS
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Tax Notice
THE NATION IS S H OCKING 
LY UN PR EP AR ED .

d ip a h t m in t

A l l M 6 taxes rem aining unpaid
A «a s ta , b* » t i o » 1917
M a y 1st I sh all issue w arrants
Notice hAvlaf b e n f l w ® tto® ®5*
dersigned tlpit
W . GriQuell, T. T. 'a g a in s t s a id delinquents and enforce
Michaud, j w S i D. T h i^ x iw u . T. A. : paym ent o f sam e. 12 per cent inter
St. John, M C. Frailer, H. W . Nadeau est is added from J a n ’y 1st, 1917. 1
Fred Z. Michaud, P. A. Hoy and Fred
! cannot be lenient any longer,
E Midhaud.
W . E. S W E T T ,
IntWid to organise a trust company i
Collector & Constable
undtr the provisions of Chapter 52,
Seo. 63 to 67, Revised Statutes, to be
known as the Farmers Trust Company
and to be located at Fort Kent, in the
county of Aroostook, State of Maine.
Legends of the Palm.
It is ordered that public notice of
Of the many legends symbolizing the
said intention be giver by publishing
a copy of this order opce a week, for palm, possibly that in which it is em
three successive weeks in the Ash- ployed as the sign of victory is the
Oasette, and
the
Aroostook most universal. Among the ancients
bs, a newspaper published in said the victorious hosts announced their
^ .js to o k County, and that, Monday successes to their home cities by run
tlflpifourth day of June, at 4.30 o'clock ners bearing leaves of palm.
And
la the afternoon, and the Municipal
when these hosts returned to their
Cohrt Room in said Fort Kent be fixed
as the time and place when and where towns they were received with palms
a ll parsons interested in the subject borne by people of all ages. The palm
matter thereof shall be given a pub is frequently mentioned in the Bible
lic hearing.
as “This thy statue is like to a palm
tree,” Song 7-7, and Jericho is called
IR VING E. VER N O N,
the
"city of palm trees." Deut. 34-3.
Bank Commissioner
320

Hartford Tires

It is apparent that we are
shockingly unprepared. There is
no room for controversy on this
point .since the object lesson on
the Mexican border.
All our
available regular troops (less, I
believe, than 40.000') are there
or In Mexico, ami ns these have
betii deemed insr.'lmient the en
tire national guard has been or
dered out. That is. we are sum
moning pram i< ally all <>ur mov
able military forces in order to
prevent bandit ihoursions.
In
view of the warnings of the past
three years, it is inexcusable
that we slmuld find ourselves in
this plight.
For our faithful
guardsmen, who with a fine pa
triotism responded to this call
and are bearing this burden, I
have nothing but praise. But I
think it little short of absurd
that we should be compelled to
call men from their shops, their
factories, their offices and their
professions for such a purpose.
This, howejer, is not all. The
units of the national guard were
at peace strength, which was
only about one-half the required
strength. It was necessary to
bring in recruits, for the most
part raw and untrained. Only a
small percentage of the regiments
recruited up to war strength will
have had even a year’s training
in the national guard, which at
the maximum means a hun
dred hours of military drill, and,
on the average, means much less.
Men fresh from their peaceful
employments and physically un
prepared have been hurried to
the border for actual service.
They were without proper equip
ment, without necessary sup
plies; suitable conditions of trans
portation were not provided. Men
with dependent families were
sent, and conditions which should
have been well known were dis
covered after the event. And
yet the exigency, comparatively
speaking, was not a very grave
one. It involved nothing that
could not readily have been fore
seen during the past three years
of dlsturlKince and required only
a modest talent for organization.
That this administration while
pursuing its course in Mexico
should have permitted such con
ditions to exist is almost ineredible.—From
Mr.
Hughes’
Speech of Acceptance.

This new body so advanced in design, and so
on the famous Col®

comfortable, is mounted
Eight chassis.

It skims along at 60 miles an hour or creep®
silently at a walking pace— with no change of gears.y
Cole upholstery, Cole springs and Cole consfeuo^
tion give a wonderful riding ease.

Let us take you for a spia
Tuxedo Roadster. You*ll enjoy

in the Cole Eighth
ft.

HOPKINS BROTHERS— Cou nty Dealers.
T P WATSON■South of B rid g ew ater
Cole M otor C ar Com pany
Indianapolis, U. S. A.

■ lie
Sunshine and Shadows.

“Keep your face always toward the
sunshine, and the shadows will fall
behind you.”—M. P*. Whitman.

You Insure Tire Sales
when you sell tires that are known for their high
quality, superior mileage and lower final cost—

t in s that, in themselves, insure greater efficiency,
durability and anti-skid qualities.
Such a tire is the famous Hartford *H* Tread,
known all over Am erica as the tire that is a tire
Insurance.
W h e n ordering HartfOrds, order them from us

and secure our close personal attention.

PUTNAM HARDWARE CO
Houlton, Me.

O U have probably seen some i t
our men “ demonstrating" in the
stores how w e toast the tobacco fo r
Lucky Strike cigarettes.

Y

”

It is one o f the most interesting
little glimpses you have ever had ot
a new manufacturing idea.

W l LLI A M
Tell

H e re ’s what they d o :
T h e y put a handful o f L u ck y
Strike tobacco into a small pan and
offer you this to sniff the fragrance.

F L O U R

T h en they toast the tobacco over
a flame and again offer it to vou~
Y ou notice at once how th e
flavor is brought out and increased
by this toasting.
You owe the delicious new L u c k y
Strike Cigarettes to our developm ent
o f this simple idea. W e found the.t
toasting not only improves flavor i -is
you have actually noticed) but b y
our process it seals in this flavor and
delivers it to you fresh in t h e
cigarette.
T h e result is wonderful
because the tobacco—

Please cut me a piece!
Mother made this cake with
W il l ia m Tell Fl o u r *

_____ DK\SY

oasted
I f your d e ale r does not
carry them, send $1 for
G carton o f 10 pack 
ages to T h e A m erican
T obacco Co., N .y . City
Copyright by Tha American Tobacco Company, Inc., J 917-

J
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F IS H IN G

AT TITUS HOME CAMPS,

S N O W P L O W IS E A S I L Y M A D E
Effective Device fo r Clearing H igh
ways in W in te r Can Be P ut T o 
gether by Any Farm er.

u rself te s t the
you’ve bought
se. Blow a
material
If the
the heat
few mod. if it’s
Change will
Then you can
ering flame
of cracking,
d' costly re|| test and the test
prove the purity
pequ
quality of

B oy
Red Seal
W hite-Lead
Combined with pure lin
it long resists the
ravages of snow, rain and
still, and w ears uniformly
without cracking or scaling.

seed oil,

Ooch paint 13 waterproof even a9
mtUil lead i3 watcrprooi. It is tough
pilot able to stand blows of time
aa4 v.ea.bor. It -oroao.'. easily, and
long holds its brightness. Any color
desired may be r.:;:ad in.
F o r further
nation about Dutch
Boy W hite
coasultyour painter
• r s a in t d e a le r o r
w r^a us for booklet

A farmer who Is a firm believer in
good roads in winter as well as in sum
mer. could not get any satisfaction
from Ids town superintendent when
snow blocked the six and one-half mile
way to town, writes Laurence W. Gris
wold in Farm Journal. So instead of
going to the town-father and bawling
him out, the farmer knocked together
a snowplow and started out. The
work doue with the plow that day
made It easy for a team to trot all
the way to town and not get in trouble
when it was forced to turn out for an
other rig. And the job was over be
fore a gang of men with shovels could
fairly have started.
Directions for making the plow are
as follows: Take a 2 by 8 inch plank,
eight feet in length (A In the accom
panying picture), and use it for the
side which is to travel flush against
the side of the bob runner. A teniach plank might work, but a 12-inch
one would not because it could not
swing ahead of the rear bob when

This time of year records show that trout run
from 3 to 10 lbs., landlocked salmon 3 to 12 and some
times larger.
( ’amps there's none better.
Canoes
all non-sinkable sponsors. Care, good food and plen
ty of it.
Rates for early fishermen. $2.00 per day.
Reached by largo motor boat, 0 miles from R. R.
Station.
For further information write, wire or come
and we will talk it over after you get here.

eo . W .

/Z1p le a su re mUde price
Its cost would b e thnee! *

O jyr
O u r

does the work of TEN men; cuts large oi small seed equally well; can be run
easily by a 14 year-old boy; is simply yet strongly constructed. Experience
proves the wisdom oi planting FRESII-GUT seed;the LIGHTNING SEED
CUTTER will cut potato seed faster than TWO planting machines can plant
them 1
Consider the scarcity and high cxxst of labor; consider what it costs in
time, labor and cash to get [x>tato seed ready by the old hand-cut method.
Then consider the amazing saving affected by a LIGHTNING SEED CUT
TER—and you can’t afford NOT to buy a LIGHTNING SEED CUTTER
NOW. Price $2.r>.00 and up, according to model selected.

READ THESE LETTERS FROM MEN YOU KNOW
Effect!vo Snowplow.

making turns. Take another eightfoot plank and saw off two feet for
a brace (C) and spike this brace at
right angles to the longer plauk. It
may be necessary to lei out tlw reach
so that the outer end of the brace
will not be too fur forward on the
moldboard (D ). The brace should be
raised an inch or two so that the snow
which falls In the triangle will spill
out reudily.
When spiked together
the plow should have a comparatively
small spread, say four feet. A wide
spread meaus too heavy a drag and
unnecessary labor. To hitch the plow
to the bob use two clevises and a ring
attached to the end of the left side of
the plow (point marked B). In order
to do effective work a man should ride
the plow.
One distinctive feature of the plow’s
construction lies iu the fact that the
left side of the plow Is two feet longer
(ban the right side.
j
The left side is made so it can he \
snugly attached to tic> outside of the 1
right-l aml H unt runner of an ordinary i
pair of boos. When traveling, the left |
(longer) side parallels the runner and !
the right (shorter) side forms the ]
whole plowing surface.
i

Benedict a
G E N T L E M E N ; I ! i » ve used your Seed Cutter t wo years and find it a
great laU>r saver, and the crops came l e t t e r than ev er I had af ter hand
work.

JERKV KUSH.
Sherman, Me.
L E A K S I R S : I have used your Seed ( utter for t wo years and it has
p. <». n v e r y satisfactory
The seed g rew as even a-* though they were cut
>■> i ’ . 1 would not part with It if 1 could not get another.
Yours truiy.
GEO. K. M A H O N .

£S5B 3W

B a n g o r, M aine.

THE

handy m emorandum

L E N G T H O F P U B L IC H IG H W A Y

because of trying to

Of

remember — th ey’re
right— and in

th e

m

for Power— Stability— Flexibility
Before one o f the most critical audi
ences which has ever witnessed such a
test, an armored motor car, weight 4600
pounds, mounted on a standard eight
cylinder stock K IN G chassis, drew salvos
of applause for its performance in army
tests held at Washington, D. C.

the book.

I ^ | f - P [U A F ]

Times
Publishing Co:
Times Bldg.,
Houlton,

Court St.

Maine

T otal of About 2,452,000 *•’
About 277,000, or 11.3 Per Cen
Are Improved.

8

agement.

t

Just to show that the stunt could he
done with a standard seven-passenger ei<rht
cylinder K IN G touring car, W. K. Hadlev
rode over the same course with a carload
of military attaches and District o f Colum
bia officials.
As a finishing touch to its afternoon
performance, the K IN G , with five s o l 
diers from Fort Myer on its platform, flev*
across the grass-grown parade ground at
a 45-miles-an-hour clip.
Wo can prove to you that the eight
cylinder K IN G is not expensive to oper
ate. Ask for our booklet on the Car
Owners’ Service Test held under the sanc
tion and supervision of the American
Automobile Association with a registered
stock car. It tells you about the 10,850mile non-motor stop record.

Then came the gruelling tests through
"T h e Black Ravine"* on the Fort Myer
military reservation. At the bottom of the

Di *ive a KING.

Then you will k;»ow why—

A ride in a K ing is a Revelation

The Mace Motor Car Company
STATE

Inconsistent Management.

It is not unusual to find boys with
out judgment or training making foun
dation reports upon which later the
highest officials will depend in making
decisions affecting far-reaching poli
cies. It is no wonder that results so
obtained, mistakenly ”called statistics,
become a by-word and anathema.— F.
Lincoln Hutchins in Industrial Man

ravine is a drop 4$Y feet into a waterfilled ditch. The K IN G plunged down
into the hole and with its front wheels
buried in the mud, the rear wheels on the
bank above, Jacobs shifted into "low"’ and
the K IN G , slipping for want of a foothold,
rapidly climbed over the wet grass and
loose sand to the crestonl.be opposite bank.

The K IN G scaled a jagged, cobblestone
.surface declared to bo the ton C
sliest climb
in the east, climbing th; short 18 percent
grade with full complement. Then the
treacherous, tortuous sandhill off the Fort
Myer military road.
C. E. Jacobs, from
the Xing engineering department, never
saw lhe hill before but he piloted the
K IN G up the 500-foot climb, indifferent
to hundreds of sunken bowlders, snags,
hidden tree tops and holes as though he
were in actual service. At times the car
dropped, into holes two feet deep. Again,
’ruck unseen rocks and bonnet'd sever
al feet into the air. It was thrown, pitch
ed and fhnv from si tie to side, but never
faltered in its climb.

3

The public roads of th •
.<
States outside the limits of ip- ;;
ed towns and cities had. .b-e
1915, a total length of nbor
000 miles, of which about 277. ' •
or 11.3 per cent, are iinpru-.-i
some form of surfacing. Tie m '
of surfaced run ’ - is inrrea - e .
rate of about ltJ.lKM) milo <•

O F NO REGRETS

EIGHT CYLINDER

Bonds sold for county highway i m 
provement, in the opinion of nmd sp
clallsts of the department of agricul
• Tor more than
ture. should never
ven earlier
.‘(0 years, and re... n. <
- < a he aeeornis better wlwiv
, • at an increase
plished wit limit 1<
in the tax rate. It s dangerous practice to have bonds t—
" r- f.
i long perlod, been use in e .. e a - ; e s the iniv.'S the estimated
debtedness often ou'liv.
life of the improveio,
O . m a d e with
the money so raiseu. \! 'my borrowed
to build roads sho,oil h ■ repaid by
those who enjoy the nored” of the improvements thus tinuoced, and r ■*
he a debt upon tho.>e who ■ai . no he
fit from the expenditure.

there is no forgetting

CAR

Under Severe Conditions
Again Proves Claims of

Bonds fo r County Roads Sho: d Never
Run Longer Than 30 Y e a i S a y
A gricu ltu ral Experts.

th is

Chew H after every meet

United States Army Tests

M O N E Y F O R R U R A L H IG H W A Y S

With

tv r a ppe o

Lightning Seed Cutter Company

Don' t Lie

member.

LAA-M

DOUBLEMINT

A G E N T S : Har r y Pl ummer, Presque Isle: Ame s A Hacker. Ft- P'alrfield;
W. <2. Brown, Limestone.
G< >NSU I .T any of the abov e A g e n t s ; or wri te us direct.
I >( >N ’T put otT o r 
deri ng; <>ur supply of Cutters is now limited.

ures

to re

I m p r o v e d

Lightning Seed Cutter

The suggestion made by Francis M.
Hugo, secretary of slate of New York,
that a radicul change is called for in
treatment of the roads that bear
NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY the
the main brunt of automobile travel,
131 State 8treet
mils) strike laymen, at least, as highly
BOSTON,
:
MASS. , important. He points out that, oniy a
small part of the width of these roads
is actually used by most of the vehi
cles which pass over them, and “yet
when the road lias to he repaired or
renewed tin* whole width has to he
dealt with, for mere patching in most
cases cannot he regarded as the most
practical method of maintenance.” Ac
cordingly, he proposes the use of pre
pared tracks “made of special ma
terial, continuous and smooth in char
acter, and sufficiently wide,” which
would “bear nearly all the traffic and
would lengthen the life of the road ten
times its present period.”— New- York
Times.

th ey’re hard

On Potato

^ Seed Cutting'!

Radical Change in T reatm ent of H igh
ways T h a t Bear B runt of T ravel
Is Suggested.

some time s

C o o p e r

Eagle Lake, Maine

FIX ROAD FO R A U TO M O B ILES

B u t

EAGLE LAKE

K i n g M o to r Car C o .
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Augusta, Maine
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